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ABSTRACT 
Top rounds from steers fed grain 0, 28, 56, or 84 days were 
removed and flaked in a Urschel Comitrol containing a plate with 1.9-cm 
openings. Fat (beef plates approximately 55% fat) from animals fed 
grain was finely ground. Flaked meat and fat were mixed and formed 
into 227-g restructured steaks with 15%, 20%, or 25% fat. Steaks we�e 
cooked in a microwave oven on a preheated browning dish or broiled 
in a conventional oven to an internal temperature of 73 °C !. 2 °c or 
73 °C, respectively. Greater cooking losses were exhibited for steaks 
heated in a microwave oven than were found with conventional heating. 
Objective measurements of tenderness indicated conventionally heated· 
steaks were more tender than microwave-heated steaks. As the level 
of fat increased, tenderness, as determined by objective methods, 
generally increased. Generally, as the number of days an animal was 
on grain increased, �arner-Bratzler shear values decreased. Total 
microbial destruction was exhibited by both cooking methods. A 
IO-member experienced panel evaluated the steaks for various 
characteristics using an unstructured, 150-mm descriptive scale. 
Steaks cooked in the microwave oven were less tender, had less 
moisture released, and appeared to be more well-done than steaks 
broiled in the conventional oven.· As fat level increased in 
the steaks, tenderness, moisture released, greasiness, and 
acceptability also increased while off-flavor of the steaks de­
creased. Cooking method, fat level, or number of days on feed did 
i i; 
iv 
not affect acceptability as judged by a 36-member consumer panel. It 
appeared that the use of fat from grain-fed animals minimized tenderness, 
juiciness, and off-flavor problems reported to be associated with 
meat from grass-fed animals. This study indicated that it would be 
feasible to utilize meat from grass-fed animals in the formation of 
restructured steaks. An increase in fat level was shown to positively 
affect the characteristics of the steaks. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Meat from grass-fed cattle may be an alternative for consumers 
who are paying high prices for meat from grain-fed cattle. Meat from 
grass-fed cattle can be produced and sold at a lower cost, but many 
of the physical- and sensory characteristics of the meat differ from 
meat produced from grain-fed cattle. The meat from grass-fed beef 
has been shown to be less tender, less flavorful, and less acceptable 
than meat from grain-fed animals (Bowling et al., 1977; Dolezal et al., 
1982; Meyer et al., 1960). 
Off-flavors associate9 with meat from grass-fed .animals have 
been linked to constituents of the fat (Melton et al., 1982). 
Restructuring of meat offers an opportunity to incorporate fat from 
grain-fed animals, thereby minimizing the off-flavor components associa­
ted with meat and fat from grass-fed animals . Restructuring is the 
process by which meat that is considered to be of low value is flaked 
and reformed into a desirable product. Through the addition of fat 
or additives, meat that originally would be considered less than 
optimal can be restructured to yield an improved product. 
Restructured products probably will be introduced to the 
consumer in the frozen form and microwave heating should be investiga­
ted as a potential cooking method. It is estimated that 40%-50% of 
American homes will have a microwave oven by 1985 (Rubbright, 1981) . 
Microwave cooking saves time and energy but may negatively affect 
1 
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some of the physical and sensory properties of the food cooked in 
the microwave oven. Meat cooked in a microwave oven was shown to 
have greater cooking losses and was scored lower in flavor than meat 
cooked in a conventional oven (Baldwin and Russell, 1971; Cremer, 
1982; Janicki and Appledorf, 1974) . Other differences that could 
be �ttributed to cooking method were found in tenderness and juiciness 
of the meat but results were not always conclusive (Hines et al., 
1980; Korschgen et al., 1976; Voris and Van Ouyne, 19�9) . The effects 
of microwave heating on the quality of restructured steaks have not 
been investigated. 
The objectives of this study were to: 
1. examine the effects that cooking method, fat level, and 
days an animal was on feed had on the objective and 
sensory characteristics of restructured steaks, 
2. evaluate consumer acceptance of the restructu�ed steaks, 
and 
3. observe the effect of cooking method on the destruction 
of microorganisms present in the restructured steaks. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
1. GRASS-FED VERS�S GRAIN-FED CATTLE 
Grain prices have risen rapidly in the last decade, and as 
a result, so has the cost of beef. Retail beef prices increased 
approximately 23% from 1977 to 1978 and 24% from 1978 to 1979 (NLMB, 
1980). Beef prices from 1979 to early 1983 increased only 3% but 
as a result of the summer drought in 1983, meat prices are expected 
to rise again (Wilson, 1984). Grass-fed beef may be an alternative 
for consumers who are paying the high prices for meat from grain-fed 
animals. The meat from grass-fed cattle can be produced and sold 
at a lower cost because of the decreased amount of grain an animal 
must be fed (Melton et al., 1982). 
Objective and Palatability Characteristics 
In most cases, the characteristics of grass-fed beef have been 
shown to differ from those of grain-fed beef. In general, objective 
measurements of tenderness indicated that meat from grass-fed animals 
was less tender than meat from grain-fed animals. Longissimus steaks 
from forage-fed steers were found to have significantly higher shear 
values than steaks from steers finished on grain for an additional 
104 days (Schroeder et al., 1982). Similar trends were described 
by Bowling et al. (1977), Dolezal et al. (1982), Leander et al. 
(1978), and Meyer et al. (1960) for rib steaks . It generally was 
3 
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found that as days an animal was on feed increased, Warner-Bratzler 
shear measurements decreased. The results reported by Wheeling et al. 
(1975) differ from those of other investigators in that no significant 
differences were found in shear values between rib steaks from grass-· 
fed and grain-fed beef. Similar results with longissimus, semimembranosus, 
and semitendinosus steaks were reported by Crouse and Seideman (1984). 
Grass-fed beef may be less tender than grain-fed beef due to 
a cold shortening effect that happens during the chilling of the 
carcass. Grass-fed beef carcasses were found to have lower subcu�aneous 
fat thickness than did grain-fed beef (Bowling et al. , 1977; Dolezal 
et al., 1982; Tatum et al. , 1980). Bowling et al. (1977) reported 
significant correlations between fat thickness and muscle fiber 
tenderness. These results support the hypothesis that decreased 
tenderness may be attributed to the toughening of the muscle fibers 
that have undergone cold shortening. 
Sensory scores for tenderness differed as to whether grain-fed 
beef was more tender than grass-fed beef or if no significant 
differences in tenderness were present. Bowling et al. (1977), 
Dolezal et al. (1982), Dunn (1982), Harrison et al. (1978), and Meyer 
et al. (1960) reporte� that panelists found meat from grass-fed 
animals to be significantly less tender than meat from grain-fed 
animals. Longissimus steaks from grass-fed animals also were found 
to be less desirable in tenderness than steaks from grain-fed animals 
(Schroeder et al., 1980). Other investigators however have reported 
that there were no differences in tenderness or tenderness desirability 
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between rib steaks {Chastain et al., 1982; Reagan et al., 1977; Reagan 
et al., 1981; Tatum et al., 1980) and semitendinosus, semimembranosus, 
or longissimus steaks (Crouse and Seideman, 1984) from grass-fed and 
grain-fed animals. 
The amount of grain an animal is fed influences the concentra­
tion of some of the fatty acids that are present as well as quantity 
of fat. Longissimus muscles _from grass-fed steers were found to have 
significantly less total lipids and triglycerides than longissimus 
muscles of feedlot steers {Miller et al., 1981). Intramuscular and 
subcutaneous fat also have been shown to increase as the number of 
days an animal remained on grain increased (Westerling and Hedrick, 
1979). Unsaturated fatty acids present in intramuscular and total 
body fat increased as the number of days an animal was on feed 
increased and could be attributed to a desaturation of stearic acid 
seen in the fat from grain-fed animals (Schroeder et al., 1980). 
Other changes in individual fatty acid concentrations were an increase 
in Cl8:l and C16:0 and a decrease in Cl8:0 and Cl8:3 in ground beef 
from grain-fed steers (Brown et al., 1979; Melton et al., 1982). 
These changes in fatty acid concentration may influence the flavor 
of the meat. 
Flavor differences in meat from grass-fed and grain-fed animals. 
have been reported by several investigators. Longissimus steaks 
(Bowling et al., 1977; Harrison et al., 1978; Meyer et al., 1960; 
Westerfing and Hedrick, 1979; Schroeder et al., 1980) and rib steaks 
(Dolezal et al., 1982; Reagan et al., 1977) from grain-fed animals 
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were scored significantly hJgher for flavor than were steaks from 
grass-fed animals. Chastain et al. (1982) reported triangle tests 
in which judges were able to distinguish between rib cuts from grass­
fed and grain-fed animals approximately 57% of the time and to 
distinguish between shoulder roasts from the different feed treat­
ments 46% of the time. There were no significant differences when 
the panelists were asked to indicate which sample was more flavorful. 
Tatum et al. (1980) also reported that as the number of days on feed 
increased, flavor desirability of steaks increased. However when 
the investigators divided the scores into three categories (very 
desirable, desirable, and undesirable) they found that over 90% of 
the·steaks evaluated from grass-fed beef were rated as desirable or 
very desirable. 
Chen et al. (1984) investigated the effect of the addition 
of fat on palatability characteristics of ground beef made from grass­
fed animals. The samples were formulated to contain 100% of the meat 
and fat from grass-fed animals, 100% of the meat and fat from grain­
fed animals, or 100% of the meat from grass-fed animals with the fat 
source being from graiD-fed animals. The ground beef samples that 
contained 100% of the meat and fat from grain-fed animals and ground 
beef samples with the meat from grass-fed animals and the fat from 
grain-fed animals were rated significantly higher in tenderness and 
flavor than the ground beef samples that contained meat and fat from 
grass-fed animals. These results indicated that the type of fat 
was the factor that contributed to the difference in tenderness and 
flavor of these samples. 
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Because of the differences in fat content between meat from 
grass-fed and grain-fed animals, it could be projected that moisture 
and juiciness also would differ between treatments. Meat from grass­
fed animals was found to have a significantly higher percentage of 
moisture than did meat from grain-fed animals {Miller et al. , 1981; 
Leander et al. , 1978; Reagan et al. , 1977; Reagan et al. , 1981). 
Results of sensory analysis for juiciness seem to contradict the 
finding that meat from grass-fed animals contained more moisture than 
did meat from grain-fed animals. Meyer et al. {1960} and Schroeder 
et al. {1980) reported that longissimus steaks from grass-fed animals 
were scored significantly less juicy than were steaks from grain-fed 
animals. However, no significant differences in sensory scores for 
juiciness were found between feed treatments for rib steaks (Bowling 
et al. , 1977; Chastain et al. , 1982; Crouse and Seideman, 1984; 
Reagan et al. , 1977; Reagan et al. , 1981; Westerling and Hedrick, 
1979). The differences in moisture scores may be related to factors 
other than percentage moisture, such as fat percentage and the amount 
of moisture that is actually bound {Pedersen, 1978}. 
Minimum Grain-Feeding Time for Animals 
It has been shown that there are significant differences in 
flavor, tenderness, and juiciness between meat from grass-fed and 
grain-fed animals. However some investigators indicated that there 
is a point when palatability characteristics are considered acceptable 
and further grain feeding does not appreciably improve the scores 
for the characteristics. 
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Melton et al. (1982) reported that the major changes in intensity 
of flavor notes occurred during the first 56 days on feed. They stated 
that reduction of time on feed to 80-90 days would yield beef that 
is comparable to beef held on grain for longer t fo1e periods. 
A similar conclusion was described by Dolezal et al. (1982) 
who indicated that steers fed 100 days on feed yielded rib steaks 
as palatable as did steers fed 130-230 days on feed. Tatum et al. 
(1980) also reported that over 90% of the steaks from cattle fed 100 
days on grain were rated as "very desirable" or "desirable" for overall 
tenderness, flavor desirability, and overall palatability. Dunn {1982) 
reported that meat from cattle fed 84 days on feed was acceptable 
and that at 84 days cattle were considered "finished." 
It is necessary to investigate the minimum number of days an 
animal must be fed grain to yield meat with characteristics comparable 
to animals fed grain for extended time periods. Additional research 
needs to be undertaken to determine the success of incorporating meat 
from various feed regimes into processed meats. 
2. RESTRUCTURED MEAT PRODUCTS 
Process of Restructuring 
Restructuring is the process by which meat that is considered 
to be of low value undergoes processing to create an improved product 
with increased value (Huffman et al., 1984). Restructuring involves 
flakini the intact muscle and then reforming the product. One of 
the most widely used flaking machines is the Comitrol, which is 
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manufactured by Urschel Laboratories, Inc. Farrington (1975) described 
the Comitrol as a machine that is equipped with a stationary cutting 
head which contains a ring of blades. The meat is propelled against 
the blad�s by a high speed impeller. The resulting product is thin, 
individual meat flakes. 
After the meat is flaked, fat or additives may be added to 
improve the product. This feature allows the processor to have control 
over shape, texture, fat, moisture, flavor, and juiciness of the meat 
product (Breidenstein, 1982; Mandigo, 1975). Following the addition 
of fat and possibly other ingredients, the meat is mixed to enhance 
protein extractability. The mechanical action solubilizes and 
extracts the proteins to the surface of the meat particle whereby 
the proteins on meat particles come into contact with other particles 
(Smith, 1982� Wiebe and Schmidt, 1982). The meat then is reformed 
into a desirable product and usually frozen. When cooked, the meat 
proteins coagulate and hold the meat particles together. 
Use of Restructured Products 
The first prototype flaked steak was produced at the University 
of Nebraska in 1969 (Mandigo, 1982); the use of restructured products 
has increased since that time. Restructured products have characteris­
tics that make them highly acceptable to the meat industry, food 
service industry, and the consumer. 
With the restructuring process, processors can upgrade meat 
that is of low grade into higher quality products (Anonymous, 1974). 
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The process of restructuring enables industry to use meat that 
normally would not be accepted well by the consumer and to offer·a 
greater variety of products made from red meat. Processors also have 
greater control over shape, texture, fat, moisture, flavor, and 
juiciness of the restructured meat product than with meat from 
intact muscle. 
Restructured products most often are purchased by the food­
service industry and by the military services. A list of advantages 
of flaked products for the food service operator has been reported 
by Field (1982). The advantages include that the products are 
·uniform in portion size, totally edible, and designed for fast, 
high-temperature cooking by the food service operator. A further 
benefit is that the products could be heated in the microwave oven 
if they are prebrowned. 'The restructured products al so are uniform 
in appearance, texture, and fat content and with this form of 
control, price savings could be passed on to the consumer (NLMB, 
1983). 
Restructuring of meat permits the p�oduction of low-cost 
steaks and chops which can be seen as alternatives to intact muscle 
(Booren et al. , 1981; NLMB, 1981). Convenience of the product must 
be considered as another factor that would make restructured products 
acceptable (NLMB, 1983). Mandigo (1982) summed it up best when he 
described restructured steaks as "high-value consumer cuts with 
intermediate price and eating quality. " 
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Characteristics of Restructured Meat 
Availability of restructured steaks for consumers is limited 
but increased availability is expected (Breidenstein, 1982). Huffman 
et al. (1984) stated that restructured products may be able to compete 
in the retail market because of producing lower-cost products that 
utilize trimmings and low-grade carcasses. At the present time there 
have been few reports on the evaluation of restructured products. 
Cross and Stanfield (1976) presented restructured steaks containing 
20% or 30% fat to a consumer panel. The panel found significant 
differences in juiciness, ease of cutting, tenderness, and overall 
acceptability between the steaks with the two fat levels with the 
greater preference for steaks that contained 30% fat. The average 
score for overall acceptability indicated the panelists "would eat 
this if available but would not go out of their way." 
A trained sensory panel evaluated restructured pork chops and 
boneless pork loin chops for juiciness, tenderness, flavor, color, 
and connective tissue (Huffman and Cordray, 1979) . The restructured 
pork products were found to be significantly more desirable in 
tenderness, juiciness, amount of connective tissue, and flavor than 
were the boneless pork loin chops. However it should be noted that 
the mean scores represented only three panelists' evaluations. 
Huffman et al. (1984) compared beef strip steaks and re­
structured steaks made from beef rounds. Hedonic evaluations of strip 
steaks and restructured steaks were made by panelists for the 
characteristics of flavor, texture, and acceptability. The panelists 
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found the strip steaks to be more desirable in texture than the 
restructured steaks but there were no significant differences in 
flavor desirability and overall acceptability. 
Restructuring is a process that can increase the quality of 
some cuts of meat. These products are projected to enter the consumer 
market soon but little has been reported on the sensory and objective 
characteristics. 
3. EFFECT OF FAT LEVEL ON MEAT QUALITY 
The amount of fat present in meat has been shown to influence 
many of the objective and sensory characteristics of meat products. 
In general, results indicated that as the amount of fat in the meat 
increased, the force required to shear the samples decreased. 
Huffman and Powell (1970) reported that ground beef patties with 
35% fat required significantly less force to shear than did patties 
that contained 15% or 25% fat. Shear force also was shown to be 
significantly less for patties that contained 19% or 24% fat than 
it was for patties with 14% fat (Berry and Leddy, 1984). Similar 
results were reported by Cross and Stanfield (1976) for beef patties 
that contained 20% or 30% fat and which were evaluated by panelists 
who cut the patties with a knife. 
Evaporative losses and drip losses during cooking consist of 
both fat and moisture. Cross et al. (1980) reported that total 
cooking losses of ground beef patties were not affected by fat level; 
however, as the fat level increased in the patties, fat losses also 
increased with a concominant decrease in water loss. 
Sensory panelist's evaluations of meat products have shown 
some differences in characteristics that could be attributed to the 
amount of fat present in the meat. Cross and Stanfield (1976) 
reported significant differences in tenderness of restructured 
steaks with 20% or 30% fat. Steaks that contained 30% fat had 
higher panel ratings than did steaks that contained 20% fat. Keeton 
(1983) observed similar trends but differences were not significant. 
An extensive sensory texture profile analysis of ground beef 
patties with varying fat levels was reported by Berry and Leddy 
(1984). Evaluation of the first bite characteristics indicated that 
as the level of fat increased, samples were less cohesive, softer, 
and less dense. A descriptive attribute panel also found that as 
level of fat increased, initial and final tenderness increased. 
Differences for the characteristics of juiciness and the 
mouthcoating effect also were evaluated by Cross et al. (1980). 
Ground beef patties that contained 28% fat were scored more juicy 
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and had a greater mouthcoating effect than did patties that contained 
16%, 20%, or 24% fat. Differences in juiciness also were noted 
between steaks that contained 20% or 24% fat. There were no 
significant differences in mouthcoating effect among the patties 
· that contained 16%, 20%, or 24% fat. Berry and Leddy (1984) reporte� 
that ground beef patties with 24% fat were scored significantly 
more juicy than were patties with 14% or 19% fat. Mouthcoating was 
greater for patties with the intermediate fat level than it was for 
patties with the lowest and highest fat percentage. 
4. MICROWAVE HEATING 
The microwave oven has become a very important appliance in 
the United States. Microwave ovens once were considered a luxury 
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but have become a necessity in many households (Anonymous, 1980). 
Microwave oven usage in American homes has grown from only 6.1% of 
the United States households having a microwave oven in 1978 to 32.6% 
of the households having at least one microwave oven in 1983 
(Anonymous, 1983). Estimates of ownership for 1985 range from 40%. 
to 50% of all homes (Anonymous, 1980; Boutin, 1978; Rubbright, 1981). 
It appears that microwave cooking will be used to replace some of 
the conventional methods of cooking. 
Microwave heating is a rapid method of cooking, using energy 
that travels at the speed of light (Decareau, 1972). The energy is 
transferred to water which acts as a dipole in the food. The 
electrical field of the microwave oven changes direction five billion 
times per second with the dipoles following the electrical field 
(Ohlsson, 1983). The temperature of the water and the food increase 
rapidly resulting in direct heating inside the food. Johnson and 
McGinley (1981) state that the heating can pe attributed to the 
friction of the molecules vibrating against each other. Since the 
food is heated in the interior, cooking in the microwave oven results 
in more direct internal heating than is found with conventional 
heating. 
Microwave cooking has not been used extensively for meat or 
meat produc�s. A telephone survey in the Phoenix metropolitan area 
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indicated that only 10% of the respondents prepared meats in the 
microwave oven (Gast et al., 1980). Among the 10%, 65% reported that 
they prepared ground beef. 
Energy and Time Savings 
Microwave ovens were shown to have an economic advantage when 
small portions of meat were cooked (Roberts and Lawrie, 1974). Micro­
wave cooking was found to reduce cooking time and resulted in energy 
savings. Voris and Van Ouyne (1979) reported a 39% saving of 
electrical energy when cooking top round roasts in a microwave oven. 
McNeil and Penfield (1983) reported that turkey breast roasts cooked 
in the microwave oven cooked significantly faster and consumed 77% 
less energy than did turkeys cooked con�entionally. Cooking time 
was found to decrease 77% and 94%, respectively, when beef loaves 
and ground beef patties were cooked in a microwave oven (Ziprin 
and Carlin, 1976; Drew and Rhee, 1978). 
Headley and Jacobson (1960) reported that lamb roasts cooked 
in the microwave oven required 13 min/lb while roasts that were 
cooked in the conventional oven required 52 min/lb. Similar results 
have been reported for rib eye steaks (Baldwin and Russell, 1971), 
beef and pork patties (Causey et al., 1950ab), pork loin chops 
(Hines et al., 1980), rib roasts (Kylen et al., 1964), and top round 
roasts (Voris and Van Ouyne, 1979). Microwave cooking is rapid 
because the microwaves penetrate into the food and result in instant 
heating. In contrast, foods that are broiled are heated mainly by 
conduction as the heat is applied just to the exterior of the food. 
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Objective and Palatability Characteristics 
Results among studies are not consistent with respect to the 
effect of microwave cooking on the physical and sensory characteristics 
of meat. Consumer dissatisfaction with ground beef patties cooked 
in the microwave oven most.likely is attributable to lack of browning, 
uneven cooking, and overcooking (Starrack and Johnson, 1982). 
Most investigators agreed that meat cooked in the microwave 
oven had significantly greater cooking losses than did meat cooked 
in a conventional oven. Rib eye steaks cooked in a microwave oven 
had 33. 6% total cooking losses while steaks cooked in a conventional 
oven had 29. 8% total cooking losses (Baldwin and Russell, 1971). 
Headley and Jacobson (1960) reported total cooking losses for lamb 
roasts cooked in the.microwave oven were 43%; cooking losses for 
roasts cooked conventionally were 35%. Other investigators report 
similar results for longissimus roast (Baldwin et al. , 1979), ground 
beef patties (Janicki and Appledorf, 1974), rib steaks (Carpenter 
et al. , 1968), beef rib roasts (Kylen et al. , 1964), and beef loaves 
(Ziprin and Carlin, 1976). Carpenter et al. (1968) speculated that 
the increased cooking losses associated with microwave heating may 
· be attributed to internal heating and rapid denaturation that forced 
juices out of the meat. 
Results for sensory panelist evaluation of juiciness have been 
found to differ among studies more frequently than have objective 
measures of moisture. Hines et al. (1980) found pork loin chops 
cooked in a microwave oven to be significantly less juicy than samples 
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cooked in a conven ti ona 1 oven. Apgar et a 1 . (1959), Ba 1 dwi n and 
Russell (1971), and Kylen et al. (1964) reported that the juiciness 
of pork roasts, rib eye steaks and beef rib roasts was scored less· 
desirable than was desirability of juiciness for meat cooked in the 
conventional oven. No significant differences in juiciness that 
could be attributed to cooking method were found for top round 
roasts (Korschgen et al., 1976; Voris and Van Duyne, 1979) and 
longissimus roasts (Baldwin et al., 1979); no significant differences 
in desirability of juiciness of beef patties were found between the 
two cooking methods (Cremer, 1982). 
Microwave heating is an extremely fast method of heating and 
some of the structural changes that occur in meat when it is heated 
in a conventional oven may not occur when food is heated in a micro­
wave oven. ·Roberts and Lawrie (1974) and Hsieh et al. (1980) 
reported that with meat cooked in the microwave oven there is less 
overall myofibrilar breakage than for meat cooked in the conventional 
oven. This seems to conflict with the view held by Carpenter et al. 
(1968) that meat undergoes rapid denaturation when cooked in the 
microwave oven. 
The structural differences between meat cooked in the micro­
wave oven and the conventional oven indicate that most likely there 
would be differences in tenderness of the meat cooked by the two 
methods; however, objective and sensory measurements of tenderness 
are not conclusive. Beef rib steaks · (Carpenter et al., 1968) 
required more force to shear when cooked in a conventional oven than 
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when cooked in a microwave oven. Voris and Van Duyne (1979) found 
beef adductor muscles cooked in a microwave oven required more force 
to shear than did the muscles cooked in a conventional oven. Other 
investigators have found no significant differences in Warner-Bratzler 
shear values between the two cooking methods for pork roasts (Apgar 
�t al. , 1959), rib eye steaks (Baldwin and Russell, 1971) , pork loin 
chops (Hines et al. , 1980) , and beef and lamb roasts (Korschgen et al., 
1976) . 
Pork loin chops cooked in the microwave oven were judged to 
be significantly less tender than were samples cooked in the 
conventional oven (Hines et al. , 1980) . Tenderness desirability also 
was scored significantly higher for beef rib roasts (Kylen et al. , 
1964) , beef semitendinosus muscle (Hutton et al. , 1981) , and rib eye 
steaks (Baldwin and Russell, 1971) cooked in the conventional oven 
than was tenderness desirability for the samples cooked in the micro­
wave oven. No differences in tenderness or tenderness desirability 
were reported for longissimus roasts (Baldwin and Russell, 1971) , 
beef patties (Cremer, 1982) , lamb roasts (Headley and Jacobson, 1960) , 
and top round roasts (Korschgen et al. , 1976; Voris and Van Duyne, 
1979) . These results contradict current recommendations that best 
selections for microwave cooking are tender cuts of meat (Johnson 
and McGinley, 1981) . 
Lorenz (1976) stated that it is conceivable for flavor 
differences to exist between foods cooked in a microwave oven and 
foods cooked in a conventional oven because of completely different 
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time/temperature relationships. The surface temperature of the food 
cooked in the microwave oven rarely exceeds 100°C and usually is much 
lower since the heat from the food surface radiates into the microwave 
oven (Decareau, 1972) . The surface of the meat does not get hot 
enough for carbonyl-amine browning to occur, thereby yielding products 
that are grey in color with less flavor than samples cooked in a 
conventional oven (Taki, 1980}. 
Beef patties (Cremer, 1982; Drew and Rhee, 1978) , top round 
roasts (Voris and Van Duyne, 1979) , rib eye steaks (Baldwin and 
Russell, 1971) , rib roasts (Kylen et al. , 1964) and pork loin chops 
(Hines et al. , 1980} cooked in a microwave oven were scored signifi­
cantly lower in flavor than were the same cuts cooked in a conventional 
oven. Other investigators found no significant differences in the 
flavor of beef semitendinous muscles (Hutton et al., 1981}, beef 
loaves (Ziprin and Carlin, 1976) , and beef and pork patties (Causey et 
al. , 1950ab; Apgar et al. , 1959} between the two cooking methods. 
Baldwin et al. (1979) studied the effect of microwave versus 
conventional cooking of beef roasts representing three feed managements. 
The animals were fed grain for 0, 56, or 112 days. Differences in 
sensory scores and shear values were associated with days on feed 
rather than cooking methqd. It also was observed that microwave 
cooking tended to be more sensitive to feed treatment effect than 
was cooking in a conventional oven. 
Effect of Cooking on Microorganisms 
Microwave cooking is increasing in popularity which partially 
can be attributed to the reduction in time required to prepare food. 
Because cooking time in the microwave oven is faster than cooking 
time in a conventional oven, concern exists as to the effectiveness 
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of destroying microorganiams present in the food (Fung and Cunningham, 
1980) . The destruction of microorganisms is related to time and 
temperature of heating and microwave cooking needs to be evaluated 
in relation to the survival of microorganisms. 
Ockerman et al. (1977) innoculated ground beef samples with 
Pseudomonas putrefaciens, Lactobacillus plantarum, and Streptococcus 
faecalis and cooked the samples in a conventional or microwave oven. 
In every case, microwave heating to the same endpoint resulted in 
less effective kill than did heating in a conventional oven. 
These results were substaniated by Crespo and Ockerman (1977) 
who heated ground beef to internal temperatures of 34°, 61 °, and 75 °C. 
There were significant differences in logarithmic destruction of 
microorganisms that could be attributed to cooking in the microwave 
oven . Microwave cooking was less effective than conventional heating 
in killing the microorganisms in the ground beef samples; similar 
results were shown with pork (Ockerman et al. , 1976). 
The decrease in microbial destruction with microwave cooking 
can be explained by the exposure of the food to lethal temperatures 
for a shorter period of time than with conventional cooking (Ockerman, 
1977). Another reason for the decrease in microbial destruction is 
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the temperature of the food is not uniform and the surface temperature 
does not exceed the internal temperature. Surface temperature of 
meat is very important as the majority of microorganisms are present 
on the exterior of meat. Fung and Cunningham (1980) concluded that 
microwave cooking is food-dependent, and individual foods should be 
investigated as to the survival of microorganisms. 
The reports concerned with microwave heating of meat are 
inconclusive with respect to the effects on tenderness, juiciness, 
and flavor. It appears that differences in microwave ovens, retail 
cuts of meat used, and other factors considered within the individual 
studies contributed to differences among results. 
Microwave cooking is faster and more energy efficient than 
conventional methods of cooking. Differences in evaluations of 
products can be attributed to the principles governing microwave 
heating. Products cooked in the microwave oven tend to be less juicy, 
which may be attributed to greater denaturation of proteins that 
forces juices out; less tender, primarily due to the fast cooking 
time which decreases collagen solubilization; and less flavorful, 
caused by a decrease in surface browning. With the advancement of 
newer types of microwave ovens with additional features and with 
consumer awareness of what are the best selections for microwave 
cooking many of the palatability problems may be minimized. More 
research with new products needs to be undertaken to examine the effects 
of micrbwaves on objective, sensory, and microbiological characteristics 
of restructured meat products. Level of fat, number of days an animal 
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was on feed, and interactions between oven and fat level also should 
be examined as potential sources of variations in the characteristics 
of restructured meat. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
1. SOURCE OF MEAT 
The meat used in this study was from steers that were part 
of an ongoing project in the Department of Food Technology and Science, 
. . 
The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee, entitled "The 
Effect of Different Kinds of Pasture and Grain Feeding Periods on 
Beef Carcasses Quantitative and Qualitative Traits and Palatability 
Characteristics. " Thirty-six Angus steers were wintered on fescue, 
orchard grass, and clover pasture from November l, 1982 until August 
8, 1983. At that time, nine steers were slaughtered. The remainder 
of the steers were placed on a whole shelled corn diet and then every 
28 days, up to 84 days, one group of 9 steers was slaughtered.· The 
animals were fed grain for 0, 28, 56, or 84 days.· 
Beef plates, whi-ch were the fat source, were purchased from 
Lay's Packing Company, Knoxville, Tennessee. The plates came from 
animals which were on a grain diet at least 150 days so that the added 
fat was from grain-fed animals. 
2. PRODUCTION OF RESTRUCTURED STEAKS 
The plates were boned out at the meat lab, University of 
Tennessee, and ground in.a Biro grinder (Marablehead, Ohio) through 
a 1. 27-cm plate. The ground plates were placed in a Denison Loxswitch 
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mixer (Bedford, Ohio) and mixed for 4 min (2°C) . After mixing, the 
ground plates were spread out on freezer paper and placed in the 
blast freezer (-23 °C) for 2 hr. The ground plates were removed from 
the blast freezer and ground a second time through a 0.32-cm plate . 
The ground plates were returned to the blast freezer for an additional 
hour. The plates then were flaked finely in a Fatosa Silent Cutter 
(Sabadell, Spain). Random samples were taken and fat content was 
determined in triplicate according to the Modified Babcock method 
(Salwin et al. , 1955) . The flaked plates were frozen until the 
following day (-23 °C) . 
Approximately 48 hr after slaughter, top rounds were removed 
from hindquarters. The rounds were cut into chunks and placed in 
styrofoam ice chests. The meat (2 °C) was transported to Travis Meat 
and Seafood Company, Knoxville, Tennessee, where the rounds were 
placed in a Urschel 2100 Comitrol (Valparaiso, Indiana) and flaked 
through a head with 1. 89-cm openings. The flaked meat was returned 
to the styrofoam coolers and transported back to the meat lab. The 
flaked rounds (4°C) were mixed in a Denison Loxswitch mixer (Bedford, 
Ohio) in the cooler (2°C) for 3 min, and random samples were removed 
for fat determination. The fat percentage of the rounds was 
determined in triplicate according to the Modified Babcock method 
(Salwin et al. , 1955) . 
The flaked meat was divided into three lots, and the amount 
of flaked plate needed to adjust the fat level to 15%, 20%, or 25% 
was determined with the use of a Pearson square. The flaked meat 
and plate were mixed 15 min in the cooler (2°C) to aid in protein 
extraction and to distribute the fat throughly. 
The blended meat immediately was placed in a Koppens food 
forming machine {Bakel, Holland) equipped with a strip-steak die. 
Steaks 2. 54 cm thick and 227 g in weight, were formed and placed in 
Cryovac bags. The steaks were placed in the blast freezer (-23°C) 
and crust.frozen (approximately 1 hr, 30 min) . 
The steaks were removed from the freezer and vacuum packaged 
using a Cryovac vacuum packaging machine (Woburn, MS) . The sealed 
bags containing the steaks were dipped in 99 °C water for 2 seconds 
to ensure a tight seal around the steaks. The steaks were returned 
to the blast freezer where they were held until cooking. 
3. COOKING PROCEDURE 
The experimental design for this study is found in Figure 1. 
Twenty-four steaks, eight of each fat level, were thawed for 16-18 
hr in the cooler (2 °C) prior to cooking. The restructured steaks 
then were cooked in a General Electric microwave oven (Model JET 880 
VI, 60 Hz, 120 volts, 1. 25 K. W.) or a Frigidaire conventional oven 
(Super Model Rse-L36, 115/230-120/240 volts, 60 cycles, 10. 8 K. W. ) .  
The steaks that were to be cooked in the microwave oven were 
placed on preheated browning dishes. The dishes were preheated by 
placing them in the microwave oven and heating for 3 min, turning 
the dish 180 °, and heating an additional 3 min. The "high" power 
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· level was used for preheating and for cooking. Two steaks were placed 
Days on 
grain {24)b 
Fat level, % 
{8)b 
Cooking 
methodc 
{4)b 
0 
15 20 25 
MW C MW C MW C 
28 
15 20 25 
MW C MW C MW C 
56 84 
15 20 25 15 20 25 
MW C MW C MW C MW C MW C MW C 
Figure 2--Design representing number of steaks evaluated by objective and sensory methods. {a) Entire design 
was replicated three times within each of the days on feed; {b) numbers in parenthesis represent the number of 
steaks used for each of· the days on grain, fat level, or cooking method; {c) MW= microwave oven, C = conventional 
oven. 
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on the preheated browning dish and cooked for a predetermined time 
to yield steaks with internal temperatures of 73°C + 2 °C. It is 
difficult to determine exact internal temperatures of food cooked 
in the microwave oven; therefore, preliminary work was needed to 
achieve an acceptable range (Lorenz, 1976) . Steaks were inverted 
after one-half of the cooking time lapsed. Microwave cooking times 
for the steaks were as follows: steaks with 15% fat heated 3 min, 
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10 sec on each side, steaks with 20% fat heated 2 min, 55 sec on each 
side, and steaks with 25% fat heated 2 min, 40 sec on each side. 
Upon removal of the steaks from the oven, a copper-constantan thermo­
couple probe was placed 3. 17 cm into the middle of the steak. 
Maximum temperature of each steak was recorded with a Honeywell 
Temperature Recorder (Philadelphia, PA. ) .  
The steaks that were cooked in the conventional oven were 
placed on a rack in a pan and broiled. Two steaks were placed in 
the oven and cooked for 6 min and 30 sec. The steaks were inverted 
and thermocouple probes were placed 3. 17 cm into the interior of 
the steaks. Steaks were cooked to an internal temperature of 73°C. 
Total cooking time for each steak was recorded. 
4 .  SAMPLING 
After cooking and cooling the steaks to room temperature, the 
steaks were divided in three sections. One-inch diameter cores were 
removed from the first and third sections for shearing with the Warner­
Bratzler attachment to the Instron (Figure 2) . The meat that remained 
Figure 2--Sampling plan (1 = shear samples , 2 = penetration testing ,  
3-5 = samples for 3 sensory panelists} . 
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from these sections was used for Instron penetration measurements 
(Figure 2). After removal of the cores for Warner-Bratzler measure­
ments and completion of penetration testing, the remainder of meat 
was reserved for total moisture, expressible moisture testing, and 
percentage fat evaluation. 
The middle section was divided into three 1. 27-cm strips for 
sensory evaluation. The_ strips were cut in half and served to the 
panelists. 
5. METHODS OF EVALUATION 
Energy Comparison 
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Total wattage to preheat the conventional oven, preheat the 
browning dish in the microwave oven, and cook the restructured steaks 
in each oven were recorded from Duncan appliance meters. Kh values 
for the conventional oven and microwave oven were 3.6 and 0. 33, 
respectively. Wattage and cooking power of the conventional oven 
were determined by the Rotating Disc Method outlined by Korschgen 
et al. (1980) and Leutzelschwab (1980) (Appendix A) . Microwave 
cook i ng power was determined with the use of calorimetric equations 
for water loads (Gerling , 1978; Van Zante, 1973) (Appendix B). 
Relative efficiencies of the ovens were determined with the use of 
the following equation : 
RE = cooking power (watt hr)/power input (watt hr) x 100. 
The cooking power was the watt hours required to cook the 
restructured steaks. The power input was the watt hours required to 
cook the steaks and operate the ovens (Korschgen et al., 1980) . 
Total cooking time for each steak heated in the conventional 
oven was recorded. Time required for steaks to reach an internal 
temperature of 73° C was used as the endpoint. The time required to 
cook pairs of steaks in the ,� i crowave oven was determined in 
preliminary tests. 
Cooking Losses 
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Total cooking losses of the steaks were determined by weighing 
the steaks before and after cooking. Upon removal of the steaks from 
the ovens, the steaks were scraped with a fork to remove coagulated 
protein found on the surface of the steaks. Steaks then were weighed , 
weight loss was determined, and percentage of total cooking losses 
was calculated. 
Texture Evaluation 
Two 1-in cylindrical cores were taken from each steak (Figure 
2). The cores were taken perpendicular to the surface of the steaks 
and sheared in a Warner-Bratzler attachment to the Instron. Maximum 
force required to shear the steaks was recorded. A 50-kg load cell 
on the Instron was used for both shearing and penetration tests. 
Chart speed was 100 mmJmin and crosshead speed was 50 mm/min. 
A flat probe was attached to the Instron and penetrated 80% 
of the width of the meat samples (Bouton et al. , 1971) . The plunger 
was forced into the meat twice at the same site and work-force 
penetration curves obtained. Maximum force to penetrate the samples 
was recorded and was used as an indication of hardness. Cohesiveness 
was defined as the ratio of work done during the second penetration 
to that of the first penetration ; chewiness was defined a� the 
product of hardness and cohesiveness (Bouton et al. , 1971) . 
Moisture and Fat Determination 
After removal of the cores for Warner-Bratzler measurements 
and completion of penetration tests , the remaining meat was placed 
in a Waring Blender and ground. Samples were ground finely and 
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then mixed for an additional 15 sec. Percentage moisture was determined 
on the steaks cooked. A 2-g ground sample was placed in preweighed 
filter paper and dried in the vacuum oven for 16-18 hr (AOAC, 1980). 
Weight loss was determined and percentage moisture was calculated . 
Percentage fat also was determined on t�e restructured steaks. 
A 2-g ground sample was placed in preweighed filter paper and dried 
in a vacuum oven for 5 hr. The dried samples were placed in a Soxhlet 
fat extraction apparatus for 24 hr (AOAC, 1980). Ethyl ether (B. P. 
34. 5 °C) was used as the solvent. Weight loss was determined and 
percentage fat was calculated : 
Expressible moisture was determined by placing approximately 
300 mg of finely ground meat on filter paper. Three sets were 
placed among plexiglass plates and placed in a Harco Hydraulic Press. 
Force applied increased from 909 -kg to 2, 227 kg of pressure over a 
time period of 5 min (NFS, 1980) . · Meat area and juice area were 
determined, and expressible moisture was calculated : 
EM ! = 1 - (meat area/juice area) . 
Microbiol ogical Eval uation 
One pair of steaks from each fat l evel was cooked in a micro­
wave oven and one pair was cooked in a conventional oven. Steaks 
were heated according to the cooking procedure described in a 
previous section. 
Twenty-five g of raw meat were removed from one of each pair 
of the steaks prior to cooking. The remainder of the steak was 
cooked and 25 more g were removed from each steak. Therefore, 
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for each steak, raw and cooked sampl es were used for microbiol ogical 
assays. Al l procedures that foll ow are discussed in Compendium of 
Methods for the Microbiol ogical Examination of Foods (American Publ ic 
Heal th Association, 1976). 
The raw or cooked meat was pl aced in a stomacher bag that 
contained 225 ml of 0. 1 %  peptone in distil led water. The contents 
of the bag were mixed in the stomacher for 1 min and the amounts 
needed for dil utions were removed. The media, temperatures, and 
incubation periods that were used to determine the appropriate 
organisms are l isted in Appendix C .  
Twenty-five g of raw or cooked meat were removed from the 
other steak in the pair. The meat was pl aced in sel enite cysteine 
broth, an enrichment media for Sal monel l a, for 24 hr. The meat 
mixture then was mixed in the stomacher for 1 min and the amount 
needed for dil utions was removed. 
After incubation periods, the number of col onies on the pl ates 
were counted. Counts were recorded as l og counts. This port i on of 
the study was done onl y one time. 
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Sensory Evaluation 
Ten volunteers were recruited from the Department of Nutrition 
and Food Sciences and the Department of Food Technology and Science 
to serve on a sensory panel. The pane1 ists had prior experience on 
meat sensory panels. The panelists met for an orientation session 
where they became familiar with the product and the scorecard 
(Appendix D) and developed an understanding of the terminology 
used (Appendix E) . During this session panel members and the 
investigator decided upon the actual testing procedure for evalua­
tion of the product. Further orientation sessions were held one 
week before each of the actual sensory evaluations. Panelists were 
presented with meat items that represented both extremes of the 
scales for evaluation of softness to tooth pressure, chewiness, 
greasiness, and off-flavor. The list . of the foods for each 
characteristic i s  found in Appendix F. 
Panelists attended one of two sensory evaluation sessions, 
1 : 00 P.M. or 3 : 00 P.M. For each time period, two steaks of each 
fa t level were cooked in the microwave oven and conventional oven. 
The steaks were allowed to cool to room temperature and the three 
middle strips were removed (1.27-cm width) and cut in half. The 
10-member experienced sensory panel was presented in random order 
six samples representing three fat levels and two cooking methods. 
The samples were served on white paper plates· under white light. 
The panel received one sample at a time with the scorecard and 
returned the scorecard upon completion of the evaluation of that 
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sample . The panel was asked to indicate the degree to which each 
sample exhibited each characteristic on a 150-mm unstructured scale. 
Characteristics evaluated were appearance, softness to tooth pressure, 
moisture release, chewiness, greasiness, off-flavor, and overall 
acceptability. The scorecard is found in Appendix D. The entire 
sensory evaluation procedure was replicated three times for each of 
the feed regimes. 
Consumer Panel Evaluation 
Thirty-six volunteers from The University of Tennessee, 
Knoxville participated in the consumer sensory panel . The panelists 
evaluated samples four times over a period of four months . Evaluation 
sessions were conducted over a four-month period to equalize the 
length of freezer storage time. Only meat from animals of one 
feeding period was evaluated at each session . For the convenience 
of the panelists, the restructured steak samples were presented at 
10 : 00 A . M .  or 3 : 00 P. M . ; panelists only attended one of the sessions . 
Two steaks of each fat level were cooked in the microwave oven 
and in the conventional oven. Upon removal of the steaks from the 
oven, the steaks were cooled to room temeprature. The steaks were 
cut in 1. 27-cm strips and each panelists was served one-half of the 
strip. 
The six samples were served randomly to the panelists on white 
paper plates under white lights. The panelists were served one sample 
at a time and returned the scorecard upon completion of the evaluation 
of that sample. 
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The panelists were asked to evaluate the samples for preference 
on a seven-point hedonic scale and for food acceptance on a six-point 
scale. The Food Action scale (FACT) was used and has been reported 
to be a measure of the action the consumer would take (Schutz, 1965) . 
The scorecard used for the consumer panel is found in Appendix G .  
Statistical Analyses 
Data were analyzed with the use of the Statistical Analysis 
System (SAS) developed by SAS Institute (1982) . Analysis of variance 
(PROC ANOVA) and Tukey' s test were used to determine significant 
differences among means for each effect . PROC GLM was used 
initially because of missing data; however, no differences in 
means and LS means were found. Additionally, core requirements 
made the use of PROC ANOVA desirable . The sources of variation 
for the sensory and objective data were cooking method, fat level, 
days on feed, and interactions among the variables . One-way 
analysis of variance and Tukey' s test then were performed when 
significant i nteractions between fat and oven were found . 
Pearson' s correlat i on coeffi cients were calculated between 
objective and sensory data . 
CHAPTER I V  
RESULTS AN D DI SCUSS ION 
Results have been d i vided into sections related to types of 
measurements or dependent variables . Within each section the 
effects of oven, fat level, days an animal was on feed, and signi­
ficant interactions among the variables are exam i ned. Discussion 
of the objective data are presented first, followed by the sensory 
panel data . Correlation coefficients of objective data and sensory 
panel data follow . A probability of 0 . 05 was used as the level for 
determining significant difference . Values reported in this section 
are means + standard deviations . Anal ysis of variance tables can be 
found in Appendix H .  
1 .  COMPOS IT I ON OF RESTRUCTURED STEAKS 
The composition of the restructured steaks is shown in Table 
1 .  Steaks cooked in the microwave oven contained an average of 
49 . 23% moisture and 19 . 70% fat (Table 1) . Broiled steaks contained 
the same amount of moisture, 49 . 20%, and contained 20 . 72% of fat . 
Steaks that were formulated to contain 15% fat had an average 
of 48 . 14% moisture and 18 . 14% fat after cooking (Table 1) . Moisture 
values of 49 . 30% and 50 . 22% and fat values of 19 . 94% and 22 . 56% 
were found for steaks that were formulated to contain 15% and 20% 
fat, r�spectively (Table 1) . 
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Tabl e 1--Mean moisture and fat percentages for cooked restructured 
steaks with varying fat l evels and produced from animals fed grain 
for 0, 28, 56, or 84 daysa 
Moisture, % Fat, % 
Oven 
Microwave 49 . 23 + 1 . 64 19 . 70 + 2 . 54 
Conventional 49 . 20 - + 2 . 23 20 . 72 + 2 . 92 
Fat Level, % 
15 48 . 14 + 1 .  90 18 . 14 + 2 . 13 
20 49 . 30 + 1 . 73 19 . 94 + 2 . 36 
25 50 . 22 + 1 . 65 22 . 56 + 1 . 81 
Number of days on grain 
0 47 . 99 + 1 . 29 18 . 86 + 2 . 44 
28 48 . 94 + 2 . 26 20 . 70 + 2 . 83 
56 49 . 82 + 1. 88 20 . 04 + 2 . 81 
84 50 . 12 + 1 . 56 21 . 24 + 2 . 52 
aMeans + SD for both cooking methods, all fat levels, all days 
on feed , and three replic ations . 
Moisture values for steaks produced from animals on the 
different feed regimes ranged from 48% to 50% (Table 1) . Fat values 
ranged from 19% to 21% (Table 1) . 
2 .  TIME AND EN ERGY USAGE 
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Cooking method significantly affected cooking times and energy 
requirements for preparation of the restructured steaks. Steaks 
heated in the microwave oven required an average of 5. 8 min to reach 
an internal temperature of 73 °C + 2 °C while steaks broiled in the 
conventional oven required 13 . 7  min to reach an internal temperature 
of 73 °C (Table 2). Total cooking time, which included the time to 
preheat the browning dish in the microwave oven or time to preheat 
the conventional oven, also was significantly greater for steaks 
broiled in the conventional oven than it was for steaks heated in 
the microwave oven (Table 2). A significant interaction for fat X 
oven was noted for cooking time both with and without preheating 
(Table 3), indicating that the main effect of oven is related to the 
main effect of fat level of the steaks . As the level of fat increased 
in steaks cooked in the microwave oven, no differences in cooking 
time were noted . There were no differences in cooking times for 
conventionally coo�ed steaks that contained 20% or 25% fat . Cooking 
times usually are less for foods cooked in the microwave oven or for 
foods with higher fat levels (Decareau, 1972) . 
·Previous investigators have reported that microwave heating 
required significantly less time than did conventional heating. 
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Table 2- -Cooking times and energy measurements for restructured 
steaks cooked in microwave and conventional ovensa, b 
Variable 
Cooking time, 
without preheating, min 
Cooking time, 
with preheating, min 
Energy consumed 
without preheating, wh 
Energy consumed 
with preheating, wh 
Microwave 
5 . 8x + 0 . 4  
11 . 8x + 0.4 
122 . 6x + 8.7 
248 . 6x + 8 . 7  
Oven 
Conventional 
13 . Sy .:!:. 1 . 9 
18 . Sy .:!:. 1 .  9 
604.7y .:!:. 84. 7 
822.7y .:!:. 84 . 7  
aMeans + SD representing a l l  fat l evels, a l l  days on feed, 
· and three replTcations . 
bMeans within a row fol l owed by different letters differ at 
P<0 . 05 .  
Tab l e  3 - - Cook i ng ti mes  and energy measurements for s teak s  cooked by two cook i ng me thods and 
con ta i n i n g three fat l evel s a , b , 
Oven 
Mi c rowave Conven ti ona l 
Fat l evel , % Fa t l evel , % 
Var i a b l e  1 5  20 25 15  20  25 
Ti me ,  wi thou t 6 . 3 r 5 . 8 r 5 . 3 r 14 . 5v 1 3 . 2w 1 2 . 8w 
prehea t i ng , m i n + ·0 . 0  + 0 . 0  + .Q . O  + 1 .  9 + 1 .  7 + 1 . 6 -
T ime ,  w i th 1 2 . 3 r l l . 8r 1 1 . 3 r  1 9 . 5 v 1 8 . 2w 1 7 . 8w 
prehea ti ng , m i n + 0 . 0  + 0 . 0  + 0 . 0  + 1 .  9 + 1 .  7 + 1 . 6 
Energy con sumed 132 . 2 r 1 2 1 . 6r 1 1 3 . 8r 649 . 2 s 595 . 0 t 5 70 . 0 t 
w i thou t prehea ti ng , wh + 3 . 4  + 4 . 4  + 5 . 2  + 74 . 5  +69 . 0  +90 . 5  
E nergy consum'ed 258 . 2 r 24 7 .  6 r 239 . Br 867 . 2 s 8 1 3 . 0 t 788 . 0 t 
w i th pre hea ti ng , wh + 3 . 4  + 4 . 4  + 5 . 2  + 74 . 5  +69 . 0  +90 . 5  
aMeans  .:!:_ SD represen ti ng a l l  days on feed . 
bMean s  w i thi n rows fol l owed by d i fferent  ) e tters d i ffer a t P<0 . 05 .  
� 
C) 
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Ziprin and Carlin (1976) reported a 77% decrease in cooking time for 
beef loaves cooked in a microwave oven than needed for loaves cooked 
in a conventional oven. Results reported by Voris and Van Duyne (1979) 
and Drew and Rhee (1978) indicated 42% savings in cooking time for 
top round roasts and 94% savings for ground beef patties heated in 
the microwave oven. Similar results have been reported for. beef and 
pork patties (Causey et al. , 1950ab), lamb roasts (Headley and 
Jacobson, 1960), pork loin chops (Hines et al. , 1980), and beef 
roasts (Kylen et al. , 1964). Microwave cooking is rapid because the 
microwaves penetrate into the food and heat instantly. Conventional 
ovens heat primarily by conduction, a slower process .. 
Total energy consumed was significantly greater in the 
conventional oven than in the microwave oven (Table 2). Drew and 
Rhee (1978) reported an energy savings of 45% when ground beef patties 
were cooked in the microwave oven. An energy savings of 39% was found 
for top round roasts cooked in the microwave oven (Voris and Van 
Duyne, 1979). 
There also was a significant interaction for fat X oven for 
energy consumed with and without preheating (Table 3). In general, 
there was a reduction in energy consumed as the level of fat in the 
steaks increased ; the decrease was significant with conventional 
heating but not with microwave heating. This may be attributed to 
the large energy consumption values of the broiled steaks or the 
fact that fat level does not affect energy consumed by steaks heated 
in the microwave oven. With the higher fat levels, broiling, which 
rel i e s ma i n l y  on cond ucti on , may occu r  at a fa ster rate a s  the hea t 
i s  transferred more rap i d l y  throughout the meat than i n  mea t wi th 
l ower fat l eve l . 
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The cook i ng  powe r and re l at i ve effi c i ency of the mi crowave oven 
were 44 . 6  ± 4 . 9 kh and 36 . 3  ± 2 . 4% ,  re specti ve l y .  Cook i ng power and 
re l ati ve effi c i ency for the conven ti ona l oven are not repo rted . U se 
of a con stant rate of energy con s umpti on va l ue for the conventi ona l 
oven res u l ted i n  negati ve coo ki n g  power va l ues for some cook i ng 
pe ri od s . Th i s  suggests that energy ava i l ab l e to operate wa s not 
con stant . The refore , rate of energy con sumpti on shou l d  ha ve been 
ca l cu l ated before each cook i ng  peri od . Th i s confl i cts wi th i n struc­
ti ons  reported by Luetzel schwa b ( 1 980 ) for ca l c u l ati on of one con stant  
val ue for rate of energy con sumpti on . I n  most cases , re l a ti ve effi c i ­
ency of · the mi crowave oven has  been reported to be greater than ha s 
the re l at i ve eff i c i ency of the conven ti ona l oven . 
Fat l eve l  of the s teaks i nf l uenced cook i ng ti me and to tal 
cook i ng ti me . Coo k i ng t imes were grea ter for s teaks  th at  con ta i ned 
15% fat than they were for s tea k s  wi th 20% or 25%  fat ( Tab l e 4 ) . 
The i n teracti on of fat  and oven w i th res pect to coo k i ng t imes was  
prev i ou s l y d i scus sed . Berry and  Leddy ( 1 984 )  and  Cross  et al . ( 1 980 ) , 
i n  s tud i es w i th grou nd beef pa tti e s  of vary i ng fat l evel s ,  reported 
a decrease in cook i n g ti me needed for pa tti es wi th the h i gher fat 
l evel s so that the s ame degree of  donene ss  wou l d be ach i eved . 
Tab l e  4 - - Cook i ng t imes a nd ene rgy me as u remen ts for re s truc tured steak s  of va ryi ng  fat l eve l s a , b 
V ari ab l e  
Cook i ng ti me ,  w i thou t 
prehe a ti ng , m i n 
Cook i ng ti me ,  w i th 
prehea ti ng , m i n 
Energy con sumed 
w i thou t prehea ti ng , wh 
Energy con sumed 
w i th prehe a ti ng , wh  
1 5  
1 0 . 4 x + 4 . 3  
1 5 . 9x + 3 . 8  
390 . 7x + 265 . 1  
562 . 7 x + 3 1 0 . 6  
F a t l eve l , % 
20 
9 .  5y + 3 .  9 
1 5 . 0y + 3 . 4  
3 5 8 . 3y + 2 4 2 . 9 
530 . 3y + 288 . 3 
25  
9 . 0 y +  3 . 9  
1 4 . 6 y  � 3 . 4  
346 . 7y + 238 . 2  
5 1 9 . 7y � 282 . 9  
aMe an s  + SD represent i ng  both cook i ng methods , a l l  d ays on  feed , an d  th ree 
repl i c a ti ons . -
bMe an s  w i th i n  a row fo l l owed by di fferent  l e tters d i ffe r a t P<0 . 05 .  
.a::,. 
w 
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S i mi l ar r�sults with beef steaks of varying marbli ng amounts were 
reported by Cross ( 1977 ) . Fat has been shown to heat much faster 
than water . The specifi c heat for water i s  1 . 0 whereas the spec ifi c 
heat for fat i s  0 . 5 .  Therefore , foods with hi gh fat l evel s wi l l  heat 
much faster than foods with l ower fat l evel s  ( Decareau , 1972 ) .  
Tota l  energy consumed was si gni fi cant l y  greater for steaks 
that conta i ned 1 5% fat than it  was for steaks that conta i ned 20% or 
25% fat ( Tabl e 4 ) . These resul ts refl ect the cooki ng t i mes of the 
steaks wi th the varyi ng fat l evel s .  
3. EFFECT OF COOK ING METHOD ON COOK ING LOSSES AND 
OBJECTIVE MEASURES OF TEXTURE 
There was a s i gni fi cant di fference i n  total cook i ng losses 
that could be attri buted to cooki ng method . Steaks cooked i n  the 
mi crowave oven had approxi mately 36% total cooki ng losses wh i le 
steaks that were cooked i n  the conventi onal oven had about 31% 
total cooki ng losses (Table 5). The ma i n  effect of oven· may be 
related to fat level. Cooki ng losses for steaks cooked i n  the 
mi crowave rema i ned approxi mately the same as the level of fat 
i ncreased ; however, there was an i ncrease i n  total cooki ng losses 
for broi led steaks as the level of fat i n  the steaks i ncreased 
(Table 6). The level of fat di d not i nfl uence cooki ng l osses for 
steaks heated i n  the mi crowave oven . . Greater overall denaturati on 
of the protei ns present wi th m i crowave heati ng may force the ju i ces 
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Table 5--Effects of cooking method on objective measurements of 
restructured steaksa, b 
Microwave 
Total cooking losses, % 36 . 19x + 2 . 68 
Expressible moisture values 0 . 54x + 0 . 08 
Warner-Bratzler shear values, kg 2 . 23x + 0 . 92 
Penetration hardness, kg l . 52x + 0 . 38 
Penetration cohesiveness 0 . 37x + 0 . 11 
Penetration chewiness, kg 56 . 19x + 20 . 62 
Oven 
Conventional 
30 . 97y + 3. 94 
0 . 52x + 0 . 08 
2 .  48y ±_ 1 . 15 
l . 32y ±_ 0 . 35 
0 .  35y + 0 . 11 
46 . 45y ±_ 19 . 57 
aMeans + SD representing all fat levels, all days on feed, 
and three replTcations . 
bMeans within a row followed by different letters differ at 
P<0 . 05 .  
Tab l e  6- -Means for s te ak s  cooked by two cook i ng me thods and conta i n i ng th ree fa t l evel s fo r 
object i ve me a suremen ts a , b 
Oven 
Mi crowave Convent i on a l 
Fa t l evel , % Fa t l evel , % 
V ar i ab l e 1 5  2 0  2 5  1 5  20 25 
Cook i ng l o s ses , % 35 . 96r 36 . 28r 36 . 32r  29 . 83 s  30 . 52 s 32 . 5 7 t  
+ 3 . 1 2 + 2 . 49 + 2 . 4 1 + 4 . 08 + 3 . 2 7 + 3 . 98 - - - -
Pene tra ti on ha rdnes s , kg 1 . 80r 1 . 50 s  1 . 26t  1 . 5 3 s  l . 2 7 t  l . 1 5 t 
+ 0 . 35 + 0 . 3 3 + 0 . 2 5 + 0 . 3 5 + 0 . 29 + 0 . 30 
aMeans  + SO representi ng a l l  days on feed . 
bMeans  w i th i n row fol l owed by d i fferent  l etters d i ffe r at P<0 . 05 .  
...r:::.. 
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out to a greater extent than with conventional heating so that the 
level of fat had no observable effect. 
Significant differences in total cooking losses due to methods 
of heating have been reported extensively by other investigators. 
Rib eye steaks cooked in a microwave oven were reported to have had 
33. 6% total cooking losses while steaks cooked in a conventional oven 
had 29.8% total cooking losses (Baldwin and Russell, 1971). Total 
cooking losses for lamb roasts cooked in the microwave oven were 
43%; cooking losses for roasts cooked in a conventional oven were 
35% (Headley and Jacobson, 1960). Janicki and Appledorf (1974) 
reported a 40% total cooking loss for ground beef patties cooked in 
the microwave oven compared to 33% total cooking losses for broiled 
patties. Differences in cooking losses were attributed to moisture 
and fat losses upon cooking in the microwave oven. 
In .contrast, Hines et al. (1980) reported that broiled pork 
loin chops had 38.0% total cooking losses while microwave-heated 
chops had 28. 3% total cooking losses. Drip losses for both cooking 
methods were similar but evaporative losses were much greater for 
chops that were broiled. Voris and Van Duyne (1979) found no 
differences in total cooking losses between cooking methods; but 
did report differences in drip losses. · Top round roasts heated by both 
methods had approximately 26% total cooking losses but roasts heated 
in the microwave oven had 9 . 9% drip losses �ompared to 7.6% drip 
losses for roasted top rounds. There were no significant differences 
in expressible moisture values that could be attributed to cooking 
method (Table 5). 
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The restructured steaks cooked in the conventional oven re­
quired significantly more force to shear than did steaks cooked in 
the microwave oven (Table 5) . An average maximum force of 2 . 48 kg 
versus 2 . 23 kg was needed to shear samples cooked in the conventional 
oven and microwave oven, respectively . Conversely, more force was 
required to penetrate microwave-heated steaks with a flat probe 
(penetration hardness) than was required for steaks cooked in the 
conventional oven (Table 5) . A significant interaction between oven 
and fat also was found for penetration hardness (Table 6) . The 
effect of fat in decreasing penetration hardness values was greater 
in microwave-heated steaks than with conventionally heated steaks 
(Table 6) . Cohesiveness and chewiness were greater for microwave­
heated steaks than for conventionally heated steaks (Table 5) . 
Objective indicators of tenderness have been found to differ 
among studies and among cuts of meat . Carpenter et al . (1968) reported 
more force was required to shear rib steaks cooked in the conventional 
oven than was required for steaks cooked in the microwave oven while 
results for adductor muscles were in reverse . Many resear�hers have 
found no significant differences in force required to shear meat 
heated by the two cooking methods (Apgar et al . ,  1959; Baldwin and 
Russell, 1971; Berry and Leddy, 1984; Cremer, 1982; Hines et al . ,  
1980; Korschgen et al. , 1976) . 
Warner-Bratzler shear values, penetration hardness, cohesiveness, 
and chewiness values all are considered objective indications of 
meat tenderness . Warner-Bratzler values indicate force required to 
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cut through a sample while penetration hardness values indicate force 
to compact and penetrate a sample and have been correlated with 
initial impression of tenderness (Bouton et al. , 1971) . Chewiness 
values have been correlated with residual tenderness and all 
penetration values have been correlated with hedonic tenderness 
scores (Bouton et al. , 1971) . All textural parameters evaluated in 
this study are measures of tenderness ; however, they do not represent 
the same component of texture . 
4. EFFECT OF FAT LEVEL ON COOK I NG LOSSES AND OBJECT I VE 
EVALUAT I ON OF TEXTURE 
Differences in objective measurements also were found for 
steaks with varying fat levels. When fat was considered as an 
independent effect, steaks that contained 25% fat had significantly 
greater cooking losses than did steaks that contained 15% or 20% 
fat (Table 7) . Steaks with 25% fat lost approximately 34% of their 
weight during cooking while steaks with 15% or 20% fat lost approxi­
mately 33% of their weight. The interaction between fat and oven 
was previously discussed. Cross et al. (1980) reported that there 
· were no significant differences in total cooking losses for ground 
beef patties with 16%, 20%, 24%, or 28% fat ; however, as the level 
of fat increased in the patties, fat losses increased while water 
losses decreased. Drake et al . (1975) described a significant 
increase in cooking losses that was due to the amount of fat 
present in ground beef patties. Cooking losses increased as the 
Tab l e  7 - - Effec ts of fat l evel on  object i ve mea s u remen ts of res tructu red s teak s a , b 
Fat  l evel , % 
1 5  20  25  -
Tota l cook i ng l osse s ,  % 32 . 90x  + 4 . 75 33 . 40x + 4 . 09 34 . 44y .!_ 3 . 78 
Expres s i b l e  mo i s tu re va l ues 0 . 52x  + 0 . 07 0 . 5 2x  + 0 . 0 7 0 . 55x  + 0 . 09 -
Warner -Bra tz l er s hear va l ue s ,  k g  2 . 5 l x  + 1 .  01 2 . 28x + 0 . 92 2 .  2 7  X + 1 . 1 8 -· 
Pene trati on  hardness , kg  1 .  6 7x  + 0 . 37 l . 3 9y + 0 . 3 3 1 . 2oz + 0 . 28 - -
Penetra ti on cohes i veness  0 . 34x + 0 . 1 1 0 . 3 5xy .!_ 0 . 09 0 . 38y .!_ 0 . 1 3 
Penetra ti on  chewi ne ss , kg  58 . 02x + 21 . 98 50 . 05y + 1 8 . 80 4 5 . 99y + 1 9 . 38 
-- -
aMeans  + SD representi ng  bo th cook i ng me thods , al l days on feed , and three 
repl i cat i on s . -
bMean s w i th i n a row fol l owed by d i fferent  l e tters  d i ffer at  P<0 . 05 .  
u, 
0 
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amou�t of fat increased for patties that contained 15% and 20% fat 
and for patties that contained 20% and 25% fat . Differences in 
total cooking losses were attributed to fat loss rather than moisture 
loss . In the present study , total cooking losses were calculated; 
fat and moisture losses were not considered separately . 
No significant differences were noted for expressible 
moisture values among t�e fat levels (Table 7) . Expressible · 
moisture values as calculated for this study are indications of 
free moisture present in samples; larger values indicate more free 
moisture . 
No significant differences in Warner-Bratzler shear values 
were noted that could be attributed to fat level (Table 7) . Force 
required to penetrat� the steaks decreased as the amount of fat 
increased . The steaks with the higher fat levels were easier to 
penetrate with a flat probe than were steaks that contained the lower 
fat percentages . Steaks with the lower fat content had greater 
concentration of lean muscle that coagulated upon heating . As 
meat is heated, the muscle fibers toughen . 
the impact of toughening will be smaller . 
With fewer muscle fibers, 
The interac tion of fat 
and oven with respect  to penetration hardness was discussed previously. 
Steaks that contained 15% fat were less cohesive but had greater 
chewiness values than did steaks with 15% fat . Additionally, steaks 
with 15% had greater chewiness values than did steaks with 20% fat . 
Bouton ·et al . (1971) reported a significant correlation between chewiness 
and residual impression of tenderness as determined by a sensory panel. 
5 .  EF FECT OF DAYS O N  FEED ON COOK I NG LOSS ES AND OBJECT I VE 
MEASURES OF TE XTURE 
5 2  
The data i l l u s trati ng the effects of  days on  feed on  the 
objec ti ve character i s t i c s  of  re s truc tured s te a k s  are presented i n  
Tabl e 8 .  S teaks  from an i ma l s th at  were fed gra i n for 84 days had 
s i gn i f i can tl y  greater to tal coo k i ng  l o sses  tha.n d i d the s te a k s  from 
an ima l s fed gra i n 0 ,  28 , o r  56 days . S teak s  from an imal s fed gra i n 
56 days had s i gn i f i can tl y l ower to tal cook i ng l os ses than d i d s teaks  
from an i ma l s o n  the other feed treatments . Res u l ts re po r ted  by 
Ba l dw i n e t  a l . ( 1 9 79 ) , Bow l i ng e t  a l . { 1 97 7 ) ,  and Meye r e t  a l . ( 1 960 ) 
sugges ted th at  l on g i s s imus  musc l es  from gra i n -fed  a n ima l s h ad greater  
tota l cook i ng l o s se s  than d i d meat from gra s s - fed an i ma l s ,  however , 
d i fference s we re no t s i gn i f i can t .  
Force requ i red to s hear  s teak s decreased as the number of 
days an an i mal was on gra i n i n cre a sed from 0 to 28 days and from 2 8  
to 56  d ays ( Tab l e 8 ) . Me at  from an i mal s fed gra i n for 84 days 
requ i red  s i gn i f i ca n tl y more force to s hear  than d i d  me at  from an i m al s 
fed gra i n for 56  days . Res u l ts d i scus sed by o ther i nves ti g a tors 
i n d i cated that  th i nner subcutaneous fa t l ayers are presen t i n  gras s­
fed a n i mal s wh i c h may a l l ow col d s horten i ng to occur ( Bowl i ng et  a l . ,  
1 977 ; Dol eza l  e t  a l . ,  1 982 ; Sc hroeder e t  a l . ,  1 980 ) . The effec t of 
col d s horten i n g has  been s hown to be  a toughen i ng of musc l e f i bers . 
�o s i gn i f i can t d i ffe rences  among penetrat i on hardne s s  and 
cohe s i vene s s  v a l ue s and expres s i bl e  mo i s ture v al ues  were a ttr i butab l e 
Tab l e  8- - Effec t of days on feed on obj ecti ve c haracter i s ti c s  of res truc tu red s teak s a , b 
0 
To ta l coo k i n g  l o s ses , % 3 3 . 04 x  + · 3 . 8 1 
Expres s i b l e  mo i s ture v a l ues 0 .  52x  + 0 . 06 
Warner- Bra tz l er s hea r v a l ues , k g  2 . 6 1 x  + 1 . 3 7  
Pene tra ti on h a rdne s s , kg 1 .  3 9 xy .:!:_ 0 . 40 
Penetra t i on cohe s i vene s s  0 .  35x  + 0 . 09 
Days on feed 
28  
32 . 70x + -
0 .  49x + -
2 .  34y !. 
1 . 46 xy ±_  
0 .  36x  + 
56  
3 .  43  3 1 . 45y !. 
0 . 06 0 .  58x + 
0 . 84 2 .  lOz  + -
0 . 3 7 1 .  33x  + 
0 . 09 0 . 36 x + 
84 
3 . 64 3 7  . 1 4 z  + 
0 . 06 0 .  52x  + 
0 . 84 2 .  36y !. 
0 . 3 9 1 .  4 9 z  + 
0 . 1 1 0 .  36x + 
3 . 9 1 
0 . 09 
1 . 00 
0 . 34 
0 . 1 4  
Pene tra t i on chew i nes s ,  k g  4 9 . 1 5  X + 1 9  . 80 - 52 . 79xy !. 1 8 . 86 48 . 84x !. 20 . 90 54 . 2 4y !.  22 . 5 7 
�Mean s + SD for both . cook i ng me thods , a l l  fa t l eve l s ,  and three repl i ca ti on s . 
bMean s  w i th i n  a row fo l l owed by d i fferen t l e tters d i ffer a t P<0 . 05 .  
u, 
w 
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to the number of days an animal was on feed (Table 8) . Steaks produced 
from animals fed grain 84 days had greater chewiness values than did 
steaks from animals on grain for O or 56 days. These results may 
reflect greater total cooking losses for steaks from animals fed 
grain 84 days than for steaks from the other feed regimes . 
6. M ICROB IAL EVALUAT I ON 
Microwave heating has been shown to be less effective in the 
destruction of innoculated microorganisms than heating in a conventional 
oven (Ockerman et al., 1977). Microwave cooking usually is much 
faster than is conventional heating thereby exposing the microorganisms 
to a lethal temperature for a shorter time period than that required 
for heating in a conventional oven. 
Results in this study indicated that heating the restructured 
steaks to an internal temperature of 73 °C .!. 2 °c destroyed the 
microorganisms regardless of cooking method. Microorganisms found 
on the raw steaks were completely destroyed after the stea�s were 
cooked. Fung and Cunningham ( 1980) postulated that heat produced 
in microwave cooking will kill the microorganiams present in the 
food if size and type of food are considered when determining cooking 
time. It should be noted that the raw samples were not innoculated 
with microorganisms and the microbial counts were all low and in the 
acceptable range except for coliforms and staphylococci (Appendix H). 
Coliform counts in steaks from animals fed grain 56 or 84 days were 
higher than the standard for ground beef (Ayres et al., 1980) . No 
growth of Salmonella or Lactobacillus was present in any of the steaks . 
7. EFFECT OF COOK ING METHOD ON SENSORY 
CHARACTER I STICS 
The 10- member sensory panel found significant differences in 
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the characteristics of the restructured steaks that could be attributed 
to cooking method . Steaks cooked in the microwave oven appeared to 
be more well-done than did steaks cooked in the conventional oven 
(Table 9) . A significant interaction was noted between oven and fat . 
As shown in Table 10, steaks cooked in the microwave oven and with 
25% fat were scored less well-done than steaks that contained 
15% fat ; fat level of steaks cooked in the conventional oven 
did not affect appearance . 
The difference in appearance may be due to differences in end­
point temperatures for steaks cooked in the microwave oven or in the mode 
of heat penetration for the two ovens . When foods are cooked in the 
microwave oven, heating occurs simul taneously throughout the internal 
portions of the foods. Microwaves penetrate the surface of the food, 
heating the internal portion as quickl y as the exterior of the food. 
Foods that are broiled are heated mainly by conduction as the heat 
is applied just to the exterior of the foods resulting in sl ower 
heat penetration than that which occurs in the microwave oven. 
Steaks cooked in the microwave oven were scored by the 
sensory panel to be harder and to yield less readily than were steaks 
cooked .in the conventional oven ( Table 9). These resu l ts · concur with 
penetration values for the steaks heated by the two cooking methods. 
Tab l e  9- - Effec ts of cook i n g me thod on the sensory ch ar ac ter i s t i c s 
of res truc tured  s te ak s a , b , c 
Oven 
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Charac ter i s ti c d Mi crow ave Conven t i o na l 
Appe arance 10 1 . 9x + 2 7  . 1  6 5 . 7y � 3 2 . 8  
Softne ss  5 2 . 8x + 30 . 5  4 1 . 9y � 2 7 . 4 
Chew i ne s s  78 . 2 x + 2 9 . 5  6 5 . Oy � 26· . 6 
Mo i s ture rel ea se 53 . 3x + 35 . 7  73 . 4y � 37 . 3  
Grea s i ne s s  56 . 4x + 3 1 . 4  58 . 0x + 30 . 5  
Off- f l avor 45 . 2 x + 3 5 . 4  4 2 . 6 x + 3 5 . 3  
Acceptab i l i ty 80 . 9x  + 3 1 . 0 86 . 7y .!. 32 . 0  
aMeans + SO represen ti ng  a l l  fa t l eve l s ,  a l l  days on feed , 
and three repl Tc a t i ons . 
bMean s  i n  a row fol l owed by d i fferent  l e tters  d i ffer a t 
P<0 . 05 .  
CNumber of j udges = 1 0 .  
d 1 = rare , very soft ,  y i e l ds re ad i l y , s l i gh t ,  no t a t a l l  
d i ff i c u l t ,  no off- f l avor ,  not accepta b l e ;  1 5 0  = we l l - done , very 
hard , h i g h l y  re s i s tan t ,  gre a t ,  very d i ff i cu l t ,  extreme off-f l avor , 
ex treme l y acceptab l e .  
Ta b l e  1 0 - -Mean s  for s teak s  cooked by two cook i ng me thods and  con ta i n i ng three fa t l eve l s 
for sensory ev a l ua ti on scores a , b 
Oven 
Mi crowave Conven t i o na l 
Fa t l evel , % Fa t l eve l , % 
Charac ter i s ti cd 1 5  20 25  1 5  20 25  
Appearance 1 09 . 0 r 103 . 3rs 93 . 5 s 66 . 4 t  64 . 4 t 66 . 4 t 
+ 23 . 0  + 26 . 9 + 28 . 9  + 33 . 9  + 30 . 8  + 33 . 8  - - - -
Chew i nes s 62 . 6 r 73 . l s 79 . 5 s t  83 . 2s t 84 . 8t 87 . 1  t 
+ 26 . .1 + 28 . 1  + 31 . 8  + 25 . 4  + 2 7  . 1  + 2 7 . 4  - - - - -
Ma i s ture 36 . 8r 47  . 4r 75 . 8s t 62 . 9v 7 1 . 4sv  85 . 8t 
+ 2 5 . 3  + 30 . 3  + 38 . 3  + 36 . 4  + 37 . 8 + 34 . 2  - - -
Ac ce ptab i l i ty 68 . 9r 82 . 2 st 9 1 . 8s t 81 . 3s 85 . 7 s t  93 . 0 t 
+ 2 9 . 7 + 29 . 8  + 29 . 2  + 33 . 1  + 33 . 3  + 28 . 5  
aMean s  � SO representi ng a l l  days on feed . 
bMean s  w i th i n row s fo l l owed by d i fferent  l e tte rs d i ffer at P<0 . 05 .  
CNumber of j udges = 1 0 .  
d1 = ra re , yi el ds readi l y , s l i g h t ,  n o t  acceptab l e ;  1 5 0  = we l l -done , h i g h l y res i s tan t ,  
grea t ,  extremel y acceptab l e . 
u, 
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A significant interaction for fat X oven indicated that as the level 
of fat increased in steaks cooked in the microwave oven, chewiness 
decreased. No significant differences were found for conventionally 
broiled steaks with varying fat levels (Table 10) . 
Sensory data reported by other investigators indicated that 
samples coQked in the microwave oven were scored less tender or less 
desirable in tenderness than meat cooked in a conventional oven 
(Baldwin and Russell, 1971; Berry and Leddy, 1984; Hines et al. , 
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1980; Hutton et al. , 1981; Kylen et al. , 1964) . It should be mentioned 
that the above studies were performed on intact muscles and not 
flaked and formed products. The similarities of the effects of 
microwave heating on texture of intact muscle and restructured 
products may reflect similarities in texture. One of the goals in 
the formation of restructured products is that the texture will be 
similar to that of intact muscle. 
The data in Table 9 indicate that greater moisture was 
released from steaks cooked in the conventional oven than was 
released for steaks cooked in the microwave oven. A significant 
interaction was found for moisture release between fat level and 
oven. Moisture release significantly increased as the level of 
fat increased for steaks cooked in the conventional oven; no differences 
were noted for microwave-heated steaks that contained 15% or 
20% fat. 
Beef semitendinosus roasts (Hutton et al. , 1981) and ground 
beef patties (Berry and Leddy, 1984) cooked in a microwave oven 
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were significantly less juicy than were samples cooked in a conventional 
oven; however, other investigators found no significant differences 
in juiciness of roasts (Baldwin et al. , 1979) , beef patties (Cremer , 
1982) , and top round roasts (Voris and Van Duyne , 1979) heated by 
both methods. 
Differences between results of this study and other studies 
reported may be related to total cooking losses of the steaks or 
appearance of the steaks. The panelists were asked to evaluate 
characteristics separately; however , perceived doneness of the 
samples may have influenced the evaluation of moisture release. 
Method of cooking had no effect on greasiness and off-flavor 
of the restructured steaks (Table 9). However , acceptability of the 
steaks did differ w ith cooki�g method. The experienced sensory panel 
scored steaks cooked in the conventional oven to be more acceptable 
than were steaks cooked in the microwave oven (Table 9). Differences 
in acceptability may reflect sensory scores that indicated steaks 
cooked in the microwave oven were more well-done , harder , tougher 
to chew , and released less moisture than did steaks cooked in the 
conventional oven . A significant interaction for oven X fat 
indicated that as the level of fat in the microwave-heated steaks 
increased , acceptability also increased (Table 10). Differences in 
acceptability for steaks heated in the conventional oven were found 
only between steaks with 15% fat and 25% fat. The difference in 
acceptability attributed to cooking method decreased as the level 
of fat increased. 
8. EFFECT OF FAT LEVE L ON SENSORY CHARACTER IST ICS 
The level of fat from grain-fed animals that was incorporated 
into the restructured steaks significantly affected some of the 
sensory characteristics. Steaks that contained 15% fat were scored 
more well-done than were steaks that contained 25% fat (Table 1 1) .  
Cross (1977) reported no difference in apparent degree of doneness 
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for beef steaks with varying marbling amounts. The significant inter­
action between oven and fat was discussed previously. 
Softness increased and chewiness decreased as the level of 
fat in the steaks increased (Table 11). Steaks that contained 20% 
or 25% fat were scored softer an� yielded more readily than did 
steaks that contained 15% fat. The effect of fat on chewiness was 
related to codking method and discussed previously. The differences 
in softness and chewiness may be related to the lesser number of 
coagulated muscle fibers present in the cooked steaks with the higher 
fat percentages. Berry and Leddy (1984) discussed similar results 
with ground beef patties. Initial and final · tenderness sign� ficantl y 
increased as the amount of fat increased from 14% to 19% to 24% . 
Evaluation by a texture profile panel indicated that tenderness 
differences were attributed to less hardness, density , and cohesive­
ness during initial biting. Cross and Stanfield (1976) reported 
significant differences in ease of cutting and tenderness of 
restructured steaks with 20% or 30% fat. Steaks that contained 30% 
fat had higher panel ratings than did steaks that contained 20% fat. 
Keeton (1983) observed similar but non-significant trends. 
Tab l e  1 1 - - Effec t of f at  l eve l on the sensory c haracter i s ti cs of  
res tructured s teaks a , b , c 
Fat  l evel , 
C h arac ter i s ti cd 1 5  20 
6 1  
2 5  
Appearance 87 . 6x + 35 . 9  83 . 9xy .±_ 34 . 8  7 9 . 9y .±_ 34 . 2  
Softnes s  54 . 8x + 30 . 0  46 . 2y + 28 . 5  4 1 . ly !_ 28 . 3 
Chew i ness  77 . l x + 2 7 . 7  7 1 . 0y + 28 . 1  66 . 7y .±_ 2 9 . 9  
Mo i s ture re l ease 4 9 . 8x + 33 . 9  5 9 . 4y + 36 . 2  80 . 8z + 36 . 6  
Greas i ne s s  5 1 . 7 x + 28 . 8  56 . 6xy .±_ 30 . 6  6 3 . 2y .±. 3 2 . 3 
Off- f l avor 52 . 8x + 40 . 2  43 . ly + 33 . 8  35 . 9 z + 2 9 . 5  
Acc�ptab i l i ty 75 . 0 x + 32 . 0  84 . 0y + 3 1 . 6  92 . 4 z + 28 . 8  
aMeans + SD repre sent i ng bo th . cook i n g me tho d s ,  a l l days on  
feed , and th ree re pl i c at i ons . 
bMean s i n  a row fol l owed by d i fferen t l e tte rs d i ffer at  
P<0 . 05 .  
CNumber of j u dges = 1 0 .  
d 1 = ra re , v e ry sof t ,  y i e l ds read i l y  s l i gh t  n o t  a t  a l l 
d i ff i c u � t ,  no of�- f l avor , no t ac cep tab l e ;  1 50 = we l l - done , very 
hard , h i g h l y res i s ta n t ,  g rea t ,  very d i ff i cu l t ,  ex treme off- f l avo r ,  
ex treme l y ac ceptab l e .  
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The amoun t of mo i s ture re l e ased i ncreased as the percen tage 
of fa t i ncreased i n  the s teaks . I n  gene ral , i ncreas i ng fat l eve l s 
resu l ted i n  an i ncrease i n  mo i s ture rel eas e as shown i n  Tabl e s  1 0  and 
1 1 . Steak s th at  con ta i ned 2 5 %  fa t rel eased more mo i s ture than d i d  
s teaks  w i th 1 5 %  o r  20% f a t .  Al so , s teak s  th at  con ta i ned 20% f a t  
rel eased more mo i s ture than d i d s teaks  that  con ta i ned 1 5 %  f a t .  
S i m i l ar re su l ts repo rted by C ro s s  e t  a l . ( 1 980 ) i n d i cated that ground 
beef patti e s  tha t con ta i ned 28% fa t were more j u i cy th an were patti e s  
t h at  con ta i ned 1 6% ,  20% , or  24% fa t .  Berry and Leddy { 1 984 ) s ta ted 
th at  a tex ture prof i l e  panel  scored ground beef pa tti e s  th a t  con ta i ned 
24% fat s i gn i f i cantl y more j u i cy than patti e s  th at  con ta i ned 1 4 %  or  
1 9% f at .  
Steak s w i th 2 5 %  fa t were scored s i gn i fi cantl y more greasy than 
we re s teaks  w i th 1 5 %  fa t ( Tabl e 1 1 ) .  Res u l ts from th i s s tudy concur  
w i th resu l ts repor ted by Cro s s  et  a l . ( 1 980 ) i n  th at  ground beef 
patti es th at  conta i ned 28%  fat  h ad gre a ter  mou thcoat i ng effect  th an 
d i d pa tti e s  that  con ta i ned 1 6 % ,  20% , or  24% fa t .  There were no 
s i gn i f i can t  d i fferences among the patti es that con ta i ned 1 6 % ,  20% , 
or 24% fa t .  Berry and Leddy { 1 984 ) reported th at  ground beef patti es  
wi th 1 9% fat  had greater mou thcoat i ng  than d i d pa tti es  that  con ta i ned 
14% or 24%  fat . 
There was  a dec re ase i n  the off- fl avors as soc i a ted w i th the 
s teaks  as  the amount of fat i n crea sed ( Tab l e 1 1 ) .  W i th an i ncrease 
i n  fat ,  the propor ti on of l e an mea t  and fat  from gra s s -fed an i mal s 
decreased ; th i s dec re a se al l owed for a d i l u t i on of compounds re spons i b l e 
for off-flavors that may be associated with lean meat and fat from 
animals fed limited grain. 
In general, acceptability, as determined by the experienced 
sensory panel, increased as the level of fat increased (Table 11). 
The least preferred steaks contained 15% fat and were cooked in the 
microwave oven (Table 10). All steaks were scored in the acceptable 
range . The significant interaction between fat and oven was 
discussed previously. 
9 .  EFF ECT OF DAYS ON FEED ON SENSORY CHARACTER ISTICS 
There were no significant differences in any of the sensory 
characteristics except appearance that could be attributed to the 
days an animal was on grain (Table 12). These results contradict 
results reported by other investigators (Bowling et al . ,  1977; 
Dolezal et al., 1982; Harrison et al., 1978; Meyer et al., 1960; 
Schroeder et al . ,  1980), however, it must be noted that in this 
study fat from grain-fed animals was added in an attempt to minimize 
some of the differences in sensory characteristics associated with 
meat from grass-fed animal s. 
10. CONSUMER PANEL EVALUATION 
The 36-member consumer panel indicated that there were no 
significant differences in acceptance of the restructured steaks or 
action ·that would be taken by the consumer towards the steaks that 
could be attributed to cooking method, fat level, or the number of 
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Ta b l e  1 2 - - Effec ts of d ays on feed on the sensory c harac ter i s ti c s of  re s tructured s teak s a , b , c 
Days on feed 
Chara c ter i s ti cd 0 28 56 84 
Appearance 80 . 7 x + 34 . 2  87 . 0y � 34 . 9  89 . 7y � 3 1 . 4  77 . 9x  + 38 . 5 
Sof tne s s  49 . 2 x + 3 1 . 4  4 7 . 2 x + 3 1 . 4  45 . 0x + 2 7 . 9  48 . l x + 2 7 . 0  - - -
Chew i ness  72 . 4 x + 30 . 4  70 . 3 x + 3 1 . 4  7 1 . 9x + 28 . 8  71 . 7 x + 24 . 8  - -
Mo i s ture rel ea se 65 . S x + 40 . 2  61 . 4 x + 36 . 4  67. Bx + 39 . 1  58 . 5 x + 34 . 9  - -
Greas i ne s s  57 . 9x + 30 . 0  52 . 3 x + 3 1 . 3  56 . 9x + 3 1 . 5  61 . 4 x + 30 . 6  - - - -
Off- fl avor 40 . 4x + 35 . 7  43 . 7 x + 35 . 2  44 . 4x + 35 . 6  47 . 2 x + 35 . 0  - - - -
Acceptab i l i ty 84 . 7x  + 33  . 1  84 . 6 x + 30 . 6  85 . 0x + 2 9 . 3  Bl . Ox + 33  . 2  
aMean s  + SD represent i ng bo th cook i ng me tho d s ,  a l l  fa t l eve l s ,  and three repl i c a ti on s . 
bMean s  w i th i n  a row fol l owed by d i fferent  l e tters d i ffer a t P<0 . 05 .  Me an� + s tand ard 
dev i a ti on . 
C Number of j udges = 1 0 .  
d 1 = rare , very soft ,  yi e l d s rea d i l y , s l i gh t ,  n o t  a t a l l  d i ffi cu l t ,  n o  off- fl avor ,  
not acceptab l e ;  1 50 = wel l - done , very harq , h i g hl y  res i s ta nt ,  ·g rea t,  very d i ff i cu l t ,  e xtreme 
off-fl avor , ex tremel y acceptab l e . 
0) 
...i:::,. 
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days an animal was on grain (Table s  13 , 14 , 15) . All of the steaks 
were scored as " slightly like " or " neither like or dislike . "  Potential 
action towards the steaks was scored to be limited . It is hypothesized 
that if the sample s had been served immediately after removal from 
the oven , scores would have been higher . Consumers are familiar 
with meat that is served warm and the room-temperature - meat may have 
imparted a negative effect . 
Similar results for acceptance score for beef patties with 
15% and 30% fat were reported by Drake et al . (1975) . No difference 
in acceptability of flavor or texture was found by the 32-member 
panel .  
11 . CORRE LATI ON OF OBJECT IVE AND SENSORY MEASUREMENTS 
OF TENDERNESS 
There has not been much reported on the objective evaluation 
of tendernes s  of re structured steaks . Different objective measure­
ments of tendernes s  should be evaluated and correlated with sensory 
evaluation score s of tendernes s. Correlations for objective and 
sensory values are shown in Table 16 . A significant correlation 
existed between penetration hardne s s  and chewines s  value s and sensory 
evaluation scores for softnes s  and chewines s . There were no 
significant relationships between Warner- Bratzler shear values and 
softne s s  or chewine s s  scores .  In the past , correlation coefficients 
for Warner- Bratzler shear values and sensory score s for tendernes s  
have varied over a wide range; however , samples usually were from 
Table 13--Hedonic and FACT scores for restructured steaks cooked 
in microwave and conventional ovensa, b 
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Scale Microwave Conventional 
HedonicC 
FACTd 
3 . 5  + 1 . 6 
2 . 0  + 1 . 5  
3 . 5  + 1 . 6 
2 . 1  + 1 . 4 
aMeans + SD representing all fat levels and all days on feed; 
no significant-differences between means. 
bNumber of judges = 36. 
c1 = extremely disli ke; 7 = extremely like. 
d1 = I would hardly ever buy this; 6 = I would buy this very 
often . 
Table 14-- Hedonic and FACT scores for restructured steaks with 
varying fat levelsa , b 
Fat level, % 
Scale 1 5  20 
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25 
HedonicC 3 . 4  + 1 . 7 
2 . 0 + 1 . 5 
3 . 4  + 1 . 7  
2 . 0 + 1 . 5 
3 . 7  + 1 . 5 
2 . 3  +· 1 . 4 
aMeans + SD representing both cooking methods and all days 
on feed; no significant differences among means. 
bNumber of judges = 36. 
c1 = extremely dislike; 7 = extremely like. 
d1 = I would hardly ever buy this; 6 = I would buy this very 
of ten. 
Table 15--Hedonic and FACT scores for restructured steaks produced 
from animals fed grain for 0, 28, 56, or 84 daysa, b 
Days on feed 
Scale 0 84 
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HedonicC 
FACTd 
3. 6 + 1. 6 
2. 1 + 1. 5 
3. 5 + 1. 6 
2. 1 + 1. 4 
3. 4 + 1. 7 
2 . 0  + 1. 5 
3. 5 + 1. 7 
2. 1 + 1. 5 
aMeans + SD representing both cooking methods and all fat 
levels; no significant differences among means. 
b Number of judges = 36. 
c1 = extremely dislike; 7 = extremely like. 
d1 = I would hardly ever. buy this; 6 = I would buy this 
often. 
Tabl e 1 6- - Pearson Product Momen t  correl a ti on coeff i c i en ts ( r )  for s en sory a ttr i b utes  and 
object i ve measuremen ts of res truc tured s teak s 
Obj ec ti ve 
meas uremen t 
Warner- Bra tz l e r  
s hear va l ues  
Pene trati on  Hardne s s  
Pene tra ti on  Cohes i vene s s  
Pene tra ti on  C hewi ness  
Cook i ng l os se s  
Expres s i �l e mo i s ture 
*P<0 . 05 .  
**P<0 . 0 1 .  
Softnes s Chewi ne s s  
0 . 1 0 -0 . 04 
0 . 5 9** 0 . 4 1 ** 
0 . 1 9  -0 . 1 5 
0 . 4 5** 0 . 3 1 *  
0 . 40** 0 . 44** 
0 . 0 1 0 . 26* 
Sensory attri b ute 
Mo i s ture Rel ease Grea s i ness  
-0 . 02 - 0 . 07 
0 .  72** 0 . 30* 
0 . 1 4 0 . 22 
-0 . 56** - 0 . 1 4  
-0 . 42** 0 . 08 
0 . 1 1 0 . 29* 
0) 
I..O 
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i n tac t mu s c l es . I t  appe ars that  for re s tructu red s tea k s , pene trat i o n 
wi th a fl a t  probe may be a good i n di c at i on of tenderne ss  as  ev a l u a ted 
by a sen sory panel . 
Other s i g n i f i ca nt  correl a ti ons were found be tween penetra ti on 
v a l ues and sen sory scores for mo i s ture rel ease and greas i n es s .  I t  
appeared that as  force requ i red to pene tra te the s ampl es i ncreased , 
mo i s tu re and greas i nes s  scores decrea sed . The se re su l ts con cur  wi th 
obj ect i ve i n d i c ators of te nderne s s  reported ear l i e r .  Sampl es w i th 
greater l e vel s of fa t needed s i gn i f i cantl y l e s s  force to s hear than 
di d s ampl es w i th l ower fat  l eve l s .  Al so , mi crowave- hea ted s teak s  
wi th greater cook i ng l o s ses  were found to need mo re force to 
pene trate th an d i d bro i l ed s teak s . 
A s i g n i fi cant  negat i ve correl at i on exi s ted be tween to ta l 
cook i n g l o s ses and sensory scores for mo i s tu re rel ease . As coo k i ng 
l o s ses  i ncreased , the panel i s ts reported a decrease i n  mo i s ture 
rel e ased . 
Greas i ness  was found  to be po s i t i ve l y corre l a ted wi th 
expres s i b l e mo i s tu re v a l ues . Expres s i b l e mo i s ture va l ues u s ua l l y  
are cons i dered to i n d i c ate free water present  ( Peder sen , 1 9 78 ) ; 
fat  presen t i n  the mea t  s hou l d be con s i dered . 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY ,  L I M ITAT I ONS ,  AN D IMPL I CAT I ONS 
The present study was undertaken to examine the objective and 
sensory characteristics of restructured steaks. The variables that 
were investigated were cooking method, level of fat in the steaks, 
and number of days an animal was on grain. The raw materials used 
in this study were top rounds from animals fed grain for 0, 28, 56, 
or 84 days and beef plates (approximately 55% fat) from animals fed 
grain for at least 150 days . The restructured steaks were formulated 
to contain 15%, 20%, or 25% fat and were heated in a microwave oven 
on a browning dish or broiled in a conventional oven. 
It was of interest to note the composition of restructured 
steaks because limited information has been reported. Regardless 
of cooking method, fat level, or days on feed, cooked steaks had a 
moisture range of 48% to 50% and fat range of 18% to 23%. Knowledge 
of these values may help the consumer in acceptance of these products. 
A comparison of cooking method s indicated conventional heating 
required approximatel y 1 32% more time for cooking the steaks than did 
the microwave oven . The energy required by the conventional oven was 
393% greater than that required by the microwave oven . It was shown 
that cooking in a microwave oven was much more advantageous than was 
cooking in a conventional oven if savings in time and energy were the 
major concern . 
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Microwave cooking appeared to be somewhat detrimental to some 
of the objective and sensory characteristics eval uated. Cooking l osses 
and penetration hardness, cohesiveness, and chewiness were greater 
for steaks cooked in the microwave oven than were for conventional l y­
heated steaks . Sensory panel ists ' scores al so indicated that · 
microwave-heated steaks were harder and rel eased l ess moisture than 
did steaks heated in the conventional oven. Differences may be . 
attributed to greater heat penetration for steaks cooked in the micro­
wave oven than found with conventional heating. 
Fat l evel al so affected many of the time and energy measurements 
of the restructured steaks . As the l evel of fat increased, cooking 
time and energy consumed decreased . Fat has a l ower specific heat 
than does water; therefore, heat wil l penetrate at a faster rate and 
foods wil l cook quicker. 
Sensory scores indicated that the l evel s of fat positivel y  
affected the sensory characteristics of the steaks . As the l evel 
of fat increased, softness, juiciness, and acceptabil ity al so 
increased . Higher l evel of fat in the steaks al so contributed to 
l ess off- fl avor than was found with l ower fat l evel s .  
The number of days an animal was on grain did not infl uence 
any of the sensory scores except appearance. The number of days 
an animal was on feed was previousl y  shown to inf l uence tenderness, 
juiciness, and off-f l avor. In the present study, the addition of 
fat (beef pl ates) from grain- fed animal s to restructured products was 
investigated in an attempt to minimize probl ems associated with meat 
from grass- fed animal s .  
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A 36-member consumer panel found no differences in acceptability 
or potential action that they would take toward the steaks that could 
be attributed to cooking method, fat level , or the number of days 
an animal was on grain. Steaks were rated as sl ightl y l ike to neither 
like nor dislike . It was postul ated that if the steaks were served 
upon removal from the oven and in a form famil iar to the panelists, 
acceptabil ity scores would have been higher . 
Another l imitation of this study was that the sensory panel 
was conducted over a four-month period. The study was set up this 
way to minimize the effect of freezer storage on the steaks. To 
al leviate both problems, the study shoul d be set up so tha t steaks 
from animals of al l feed regimes coul d be formulated on the same 
day . Evaluation of the steaks by a sensory panel could also occur 
in the same day. 
The impl ications of this study are many. Grass-fed beef may 
be restructured to yiel d products that are as acceptabl e  as products 
from animal s on grain for 84 days. Whether improvement was attributed 
to restructuring or addition of beef pl ates from grain-fed animal s 
is not known ; however, the high cost of beef may force industry and 
consumers to find a substitute and restructured steaks from meat 
from grass-fed animals may be the answer . 
Fat l evel positivel y influenced objective and sensory 
characteristics of the restructured steaks. Steaks that contained 
20% and· 25% fat were simil ar in many of the objective and sensory 
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characteristics. It woul d be advantageous for industry to use a 
l ess expensive product, fat, that coul d be incorporated into restruc­
tured meat to form an acceptabl e  form. However, consumers are 
concerned about fat l evel and type of fat present in meat products. 
It shoul d be noted that fat l evel s for the cooked products in this 
study onl y differed by 5%. 
Microwave heating of meat saves time and energy. Convenience 
is another feature that makes microwave-heating desirabl e. Unfortunatel y, 
microwave-cooked steaks exhibited some negative qual ities that would 
probabl y deter consumers from cooking in the microwave oven. Further 
research with variabl e power l evel s needs to be undertaken to further 
examine the effects on restructured steaks. 
Any objective evaluation of new products raises the question 
if significant differences are of practical importance. Correlation 
coefficients refl ected that some objective indications of tenderness 
are related to sensory eval uation of tenderness. Cooking l osses and 
expressibl e moisture index al so were found to be correl ated with 
moisture rel ease and greasiness, respectivel y. Further investigation 
of appropriate methods to eval uate restructured steaks needs to be 
examined. 
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APPEND I CES  
APPENDIX A 
DETERMINAT ION OF WATTAGE AND COOK ING POWER OF THE 
CONVENTIONAL OVEN 
I. Rotating Disc Method for Determination of Wattage of Conventional 
Oven (Luetzelschwab , 1980; Korschgen et al . ,  1980) : 
1 .  Attach watt-meter to oven . 
2 .  Turn on oven . Time the revolution of the disc on the watt­
meter . Use the black indicator mark on the disc for a 
signal to start and stop timing . 
3 .  Determine oven wattage by mul tiplying Kh val ue (taken from 
meter) by 3 , 600 (number of seconds in an hour) and divide 
by the rotating time of the disc . 
4 .  Time for one disc revolution = seconds; wattage = 3 , 600 
x Kh val ue � seconds for one disc revolution = 
watts of bake element . 
II .  Determination of  Cooking Power and Relative Efficiency of 
Conventional Oven : 
1 .  Operate oven without a load and record watt hours and time . 
2 .  Determine rate of energy consumption . 
watt hours 
minutes 
= total watt hours consumed 
time of test 
3 .  Calcul ate cooking power (energy for cooking). 
k .  _ watt hours to (rate of energy x coo 1 ng power - cook steaks - , consumption 
4 .  Calculate rel ative efficiency without preheating . 
% R E = cooking power x 100 
watt hours to 
cook steaks 
5 .  Calcul ate rel ative efficiency with preheating . 
time to 
:\ cook steaks
/ 
% RE = cooking power x 100 
watt hours to preheat + watt hours to cook steaks 
84 
APPENDI X B 
DETERM INATI ON OF COOK ING POWER AND RE LAT I VE EFF IC I ENCY 
OF THE M ICROWAVE OVEN 
I .  Determination of efficiency and cooking power of microwave 
oven for cooking· water loads (Gerling, 1978; Van Zante, 1973) . 
To determine the efficiency with a water load : 
1 .  Plug in watt-meter and oven. 
2 .  Weigh out 100, 275, 500, 2, 000 g of water into appropriately 
sized beakers . 
3 .  Weigh out 1% by weight of salt for each beaker . 
4 .  Record initial temperature . 
5 .  Stir with a wooden spoon before and after heating. 
6 .  Heat in oven in order to cause a 25-degree temperature rise . 
7 .  Measure temperature immediately after stirring . 
8 .  Repeat 2 times for each load . 
9 .  Repeat for different positions in the oven, at different 
times of day, and at the high power level. 
10 . Calculate sensible heat (H) . 
H = m X C X t 
m = mass , g 
c = specific heat in calories/gram/ °C 
t = rise in liquid in °c 
11. Multiply H x 1 . 16222 x 10-6 to convert from small calories 
to kilowatt hours. 
85 
calculated or 
measured kilowatt 
86 
12. Output = hours x 3600 sec x 
103 watt 
hours 
kilowatt 
hours 
= watt hours 
time to cook 
II. Determination of cooking power and relative efficiency of 
microwave oven for cooking steaks : 
1. Sensible heat of water = m x c x �t x 1 . 16222  x 10-3 
in watt hours 
2. Determine rate of energy consumption. 
watt hours = 
minutes 
total watt hours 
for water load - sensi ble heat (wh) 
time to cook water (min)  
3. Calculate cooking power to cook steaks. 
. _ watt hours to {rate of energy ti me to \ cook i ng power - cook  s teak s - \ con s ump ti on x cook  s tea k � 
4. Calculate relative efficiency . 
% RE _ cooking power x 100 - watt hours to 
cook steaks 
APPEND I X  C 
MED IA ,  I NCUBAT I ON T IME ,  AND I NCUBAT I ON TEMPERATURE FOR M I CROORGAN I SMS 
Organ i sms Med i a I ncuba ti on  
Aerobi c ( psychroph i l es )  Standard Methods Agar ( SMA ) 72 h r .  a t  2 1 ° c 
Aerobi c  (me soph i l es )  Standard Methods Agar  ( SMA ) 48  h r . a t  35 ° C 
Co l i form V i ol et ,  Red , B i l e  Agar  ( VRB ) 24  hr . a t  35 °C 
Yea s t , mol d Potato Dextrose Agar  ( PDA ) 1 20 hr . a t  2 1 ° c 
Staphl ococcu s  Ba i rd Parker ( BP )  48 h r . a t  35 ° C 
Sal monel l a  Br i l l an t  Green Agar ( BGA ) 24 h r .  a t  35 °C 
Lactobac i l l u s Lac tobac i l l u s Sel ecti ve Medi a 72  h r .  a t  35 °C 
APPEND I X  D 
SCORECARD FOR SENSORY PAN EL 
Name Sampl e \Number 
Aeeearance 
We l l  done Rare 
Softness to tooth eres sure 
Very soft Very hard 
Mo i s ture rel ea se 
Great  Sl i ght  
Chew i ness  
Hi gh ly  res i s tant Y i e l ds readi l y  
Greas i ne s s  
No t at al l d i ffi cul t Very di ffi cul t 
Off-fl avor 
No off-fl avor · Extreme off- fl avor 
Overal 1 acceetabi l i tt 
Extremel y  acceptabl e  Not accep tab 1 e 
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APPEND I X  E 
SENSORY CHARACTER I ST I CS ,  SCALE ANCHORS ANO PROC EDURES FOR EVALUAT I ON 
Character i s ti c s 
Appearance 
Sof tness  to 
tooth pre s s ure 
Mo i s tu re rel ease 
Chew i ne s s  
Greas i ne s s  
Off- fl avor 
Overal l 
acceptab i l i ty 
Scal e anchors 
Rare-we l l done 
Very soft-very hard 
S l i ght-great  
Y i e l ds read i l y­
h i gh l y  re s i s tan t 
No t a t  a l l d i ff i cu l t­
very d i ffi cul t 
No off- fl avor­
extreme off- f l avor 
No t acceptabl e -
very acceptab l e  
Procedu re 
Before ta s t i ng , v i su a l l y  j udge 
apparent  donene s s . 
R a te amoun t  of  force needed to b i te 
through sampl e .  
After 2 or  3 c hews , j udge the amoun t 
of mo i s ture rel eased . 
Judge the amoun t of wo rk requ i red to 
prepare s ampl e for swa l l ow i ng . 
Judge the d i ffi cu l ty of remova l  of 
fa-tty f i l m  tha t  coa ts the mou th 
Eval uate the presence of unders i r abl e 
f l avor 
Gi ve you r  i nd i v i dua l  j udgmen t of 
acceptab i l i ty .  
I..O 
0 
APPENDIX F 
EXTREMES FOR CHARACTERISTICS EVALUATED BY SENSORY PANEL ISTS 
Character isti c eval uated 
Softness to tooth pressure 
Chewi ness 
Greasi ness 
Off- flavor 
Lower extreme 
Frankfurter wi thout ski n  
Frankfurter wi thout ski n  
Ground beef (� 1 5% fat) 
Ground beef 
Higher extreme 
Top round broi l ed to 
well-done 
Top round broi l ed to 
well ·done 
Ground beef (� 33% fat) 
Ground beef from 
ani mal s fed grass 
APPEND I X  G 
SCORECARD FOR CONSUMER PANE L 
Panel Number -----
Check the appropri ate response to i nd i cate how wel l you l i ke or 
d i s l i ke · each of the sampl es .  R i nse your  mouth between sampl es 
wi th the water prov i ded . 
Extremel y l i ke 
Moderately 1 i ke • 
Sl i ghtly l i ke ' 
Ne i ther l i ke or d i s l i ke 
Sl i ghtly d i s l i ke 
Modera te ly di s l i ke 
Extremel y  di s l i ke 
SAMPLE NUMBER 
Check the appropri ate response to i nd i cate your att i tude towards 
each sampl e .  
. 1 woul d buy th i s  very often 
I wou l d frequentl y buy th i s  
1 wou l d buy th i s  now and then 
I woul d  buy th i s  i f  ava i l abl e 
but wou l d  not go out of my way 
I don ' t  l i ke i t  but woul d  
buy i t  on occas i on 
1 woul d hardl y ever buy th i s  
SAMPLE NUMBER 
9 1  
\.0 
AP PEND I X  H 
TABLES 
Tabl e A- 1 - -Mean squares and  s i gn i f i cance of F ra tios  for energy measurements of  res tructured s teaks wi th vary; ng 
fat l evel s cooked in conventi onal and mi crowave ovens 
Mean squar_es 
Sou rce of Cooki ng time Cook ing time Watt hrs . wi th- Watt hrs . wi th Cook i ng Rel ati ve 
var i ati on df wi thout preheati ng wi th preheati ng ou t preheat ing  preheati ng power eff ici ency 
Total 285 
Oven 1 4197 . 32** 3 169 . 85** 16616434 . 85** 23563623 . 77** 25893 . 59** 74921 . 20** 
Fa t 2 45 . 46** 45 . 46** 495 70 . 8 1** 47885 . 83** 882 . 87 15 . 22 
Fat x Oven 2 4 . 58* 4 . 58* 33236 . 94** 3492 1 . 92** 236 . 1 2 80 . 20* 
Re s i dual a 280 1 . 49 1 . 49 .3 1 14 . 1 7 3 1 14 . 1 7 4 14 . 1 1 2 1 . 34 
aError tenn for al l sources of vari at ion 
*P<0 . 05 .  
**P<0 . 001 . 
Tabl e A-2- -Mean squares and s i gn i f i cance of F rati os for objec ti ve measurements of res truc tured s teaks wi th varyi ng 
fat l evel s cooked i n  conven t i ona l and m i crowave ovens 
· · ·Source of Express i bl e  Cooki ng Warner-Bra tzl er 
vari at ion df mo i s ture l os ses shear 
Days on feed 3 0 . 1 364 437 . 88* 61368 . 15* 
Oven 1 0 . 0221 1956 . 72** 90607 . 65*  
Fat  2 0 . 0330 59 . 74* 36461 . 94* 
Fat x Oven 2 0 . 005 1 39 . 47* 29878 . 59 
Repl i cati on 8 0 . 05 32 1 7 . 78 7850 .  77 
( Days on feed ) a 
Days on feed ·x 40 0 . 0 1 1 3  7 . 78 10846 . 71 
fat x Oven x 
Repl i cationb 
Res i dual 216-503C 0 . 0030 4 . 93 1 0435 . 29 
aError term for days on feed . 
bError term for oven , fat, and fat x oven . 
CRange due to number of val ues for each measurement and mi s s i ng data .  
*P<0 . 05 .  
**P<0 . 001 . 
Pene tra ti on Pene tration Pene tration 
hardness cohes i veness chew i ness 
6989 . 96 0 . 0071 1020 . 06* 
57208 . 55** 0 . 0658* 13472 . 64** 
105100 . 27** 0 . 0547* 7052 . 02** 
3526 . 64* 0 . 0165 494 .67  
5716 . 85 0 . 0363* 1 6 1 70 . 78** 
91 7 . 54 0 . 0136 35 1 . 00 
859 . 78 0 . 01 15  359 . 2 3 
� 
w 
Tab l e  A- 3--Mean squares and s i gn i f i cance of F rati os for sensory eval uat ion scores of res truc tured steaks wi th varyi ng 
fa t l evel s cooked i n  conven ti onal and mi crowave ovens 
Source o f  
vari ati on df Appearance Softness 
Days on feed 3 5273 . 1 2 573 . 48 
Oven 1 231443 . 25** 20765 . 82** 
Fat 2 3443 . 34 1 1 255 . 53** 
Fat x oven 2 3891 . 92* 1 825 . 40 
Repl i cat ion 8 2184 . 98 744 . 91 
(Days on feed ) a 
Days on feed x 40 487 . 4 1  708 . 1 1 
fat x oven x 
repl i cati onb 
Res i dual 548-552C 401 . 74 577 . 1 2 
aError term for days on feed .  
b[rror term for oven , fat ,  fa t x oven . 
CRange due to mi s s i ng data . 
*P<0 . 05 .  
**P<0 . 001 . 
Mean squares 
Chew iness Mo i s ture Greas i ness  Off-fl avor Acceptab i l i ty 
141 . 22 3060 . 12 2402 . 1  1414 . 88 620 . 27 
30974 . 77** 7 1228 . 03** 477 . 77 1 147  . 69 5746 . 58* 
6406 . 43** 59156 . 74** 7829 . 44** 16809 . 27** 1 7655 . 08** 
2596 . 29* 4370 . 82* 630 . 98 1005 . 58 2051 . 22** 
1987 . 5  12 33 . 64 2104 . 74 839 . 1 6 ]98 . 35 
608 . 26 1060 . 09 919 . 07 759 . 01 485 . 1 6 
646 . 34 744 . 39 646 . 35 628 . 02 571 . 50 
\.0 
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Tabl e A-4--Mi crob i a l l og counts for res tructured s teaks  produced from animal s fed gra i n 0 , 28,  56 ,  or 84 days 
that conta i ned three fa t l evel s a 
Days on feed 
0 28 56 84 
Fat level , % Fa t 1 evel , % Fat l eve l , % Fat l evel , % 
15  20  25  1 5  20  25 1 5  20 25 15 20 
PsychropM 1 es 4 . 5  3 . 9  4 . 5  4 . 1  4 . 1  4 . 1  5 . 1  4 . 9  4 . 8  5 . 3  5 . 2  
Mesoph i l es 3 . 0  4 . 0  4 . 1  3 . 3  3 . 8  3 . 3  4 . 3  4 . 5  4 . 2  5 . 2 5 . 0  
Col i forms 3 . 5  2 . 2  2 . 1  2 . 4  2 . 5  2 . 0  3 . 2  3 . 4  3 .4 3 . 9  3 . 5  
Presumptive 
Staphyl ococc i b 3 . 4  3 . 2  3 . 3  3 . 5  3 . 8  3 . 6 4 . 5  4 . 2  3 . 7  4 . 7  4 . 6  
Yeas ts and mol ds <1 . 0  <1 . 0  < 1 . 0  2 . 1  1 .  3 1 . 6 1 . 3 1 . 8  2 . 7  <1 . 0  <1 . 0  
aNo grow th was presen t for Sal monel l a and Lac tobac i l l i .  
bNot conf i rmed by coagul a se tes t .  
25 
5 . 2  
4 . 9  
3 . 3  
4 . 5  
<l . G  
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